


 

About the reports

    Dear readers, you are welcome to read the CSR report of King Slide Group (hereinafter referred to as “King Slide”). The content structure of this report was compiled mainly by referring to the 
Global Reporting Initiative (referred as GRI) issued by the “GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards (referred to as GRI Standards, GRI Standards). With reference to the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals and other international programs, to expose all aspects of King Slide Group’s information. We sincerely invite everyone to understand that we insist in these three-faceted efforts 
and determination to pursue sustainable development. Which are "transparent corporate governance", "social partnerships and win-win" and "Environmentally sustainable development".

Compilation basis

    This report will be issued every year, and the data disclosed are 
from King Slide’s own statistics and survey results; financial data is 
published after being certified by an accountant; the data required 
by the law to be tested is measured or certified by an impartial 
organization. The actual data is then presented in the usual way 
of numerical description; the selection and priority of issues are 
collected through questionnaire surveys, suggestion boxes, etc., 
from internal and external channels also with discussions from CSR 
implementation group and then through statistical analysis.

Report management
Current issuance date: July 2022
Last issuance date: July 2021
Next issuance date: scheduled at July 2023
King Slide publishes a corporate social responsibility report 
on a regular basis every year, and publishes it in the social 
responsibility section of the company website
( https://www.kingslide.com/csr_report )

issuance profile
Covering time: January 1st to December 31st, 2021
Category: King Slide Technology Co., Ltd. 
                     King Slide Works Co., Ltd.

Coverage and category

If you have any question or comments about the report, please contact us 
from the information below:
Address: No,299, Shun An Rd. Lu Zhu Dist, Kaohsiung City, 82150, Taiwan
Telephone: +886-7-9599688
Email: andy.yao@kingslide.com

Contact us Scan or click the QR Code
to visit King Slide’s Official Website

https://www.kingslide.com
https://www.kingslide.com/csr_report
https://www.kingslide.com/
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1.1 Message from the chairman

  1.1 Message from the Chairman

01.Overview

    Since its establishment in 1986, King Slide has been committed to 
developing innovative products that are applicable to different fields. 
Today it has become a world-renowned original design manufacturer of 
server rail kits, industrial rail kits, high-end kitchen rail kits, and hinges. 
With excellent quality, user-friendly design, highly automated and 
advanced production technology, as well as innovative R&D capabilities, 
King Slide has successfully promoted its brand on the global stage and 
established a leading position in the industry.
    King Slide has cumulatively applied for more than 3,000 patents 
and built a strong mechanical technology foundation. Our continuous 
revolutionary innovation and forward-looking vision have enabled us to 
develop the most advanced products, making King Slide a designated 
brand for leaders in the high-end kitchen and international server 
markets.

    For more than 30 years, we have insisted on upholding four major 
brand principles: customer-centric, outstanding quality, innovative 
design and business sustainability. While pursuing growth, we also make 
our best effort to fulfill our social responsibilities. Social responsibility 
is not only the unilateral effort of the company but also the support 
and practice of the entire staff team. During the two years of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, our team has also worked with our staff in assisting 
international customers, partnering manufacturers and neighboring 
communities who need our help to provide our assistance and support. 
Meanwhile, King Slide also complies with the international standards 
including ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO45001, and the Responsible Business 
Alliance (RBA) Code of Conduct. We integrated these international 
standards with our environmentally friendly manufacturing processes 
to strengthen our commitment to product quality, environmental 
protection and sustainability. We will never compromise on our quality 
for lower costs - this is our promise to our customers. We will never 
devastate the environment for profit - this is our social responsibility.
    
    For the employees, King Slide puts its best effort to provide an excellent and safe working environment, as well as comprehensive training so that new employees can 
better understand the characteristics of this industry and enhance their professional skills. Employees are highly encouraged to offer their skills and talents to contribute to 
the community. King Slide publishes this social responsibility report every year to show our commitment and the work we have put in to fulfil social responsibility, protect 
the environment and achieve sustainability.

http://www.kingslide.com
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1.2 Message from the general manager
    The value of an enterprise lies in its responsibility. 
Theresponsibility includes our constant care for employees, shareholders, 
customers, and all stakeholders in society.
   The founding of King Slide symbolized the optimal connection between 
knowledge, innovation, and network, allowing our brand to “slide” into the 
global market and become a global player.

K

I N

G

Knowledge 

Innovation Network

Globalization

     It has always been our business philosophy and goal to promote King 
Slide’s green products globally while conveying and establishing a green 
brand image to our customers. King Slide promises to support and follow the 
RBA Code of Conduct and requires our suppliers to comply with any relevant 
policies, including the Conflict Minerals Policies.
    In order to follow through with our business philosophy and achieve our 
goals, we continue our effort in the following areas:
1. R&D of products: We insist on developing innovative products that are 
     user-friendly, convenient, safe, energy-saving, easily dismantled, and 
     are applicable to a wide range of industries. We develop and select 
    green materials that are recyclable and reusable. We are fully aware 
    of resource scarcity and always strive to achieve a balance between 
    business development and our environment.
2. Process technology and human capital development: We are constantly 
     researching and seeking advanced processes that are more environmentally 
     friendly, pollution-free, and energy-saving, as well as integrating our R&D 
     into manufacturing processes. In addition to fulfilling corporate social 
     responsibility with regard to energy conservation and environmental 
     protection, we have also formed an advanced production technology team 
     to enhance the development of human capital by replacing labor intensive 

     work with human intelligence.
3. In addition to considering advanced manufacturing processes that are non-polluting 
    and energy-saving, the research and use of renewable green energy and recyclable 
    materials have been listed as the primary tasks for future new manufacturing processes.

     In the future, King Slide will continue to uphold the spirit of corporate social 
responsibility, together with the company's business philosophy and business goals, we 
will lead all employees, suppliers and partners to work towards sustainable development, 
environmental protection, and continuous contribution to society.

  1.2 Message from the General Manager

01.Overview
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1.3 SDG Correspondence of Annual Results

Corresponding chapters: 
5.4.1 Public welfare participation

．Collaborated with Andrew Charity 
     Association and donated Food Boxes every 
    month to disadvantaged families.
．To take care of the local vulnerable groups, the 
    Company donated daily necessities to the Luzhu 
   Social Welfare Service Center to help the families 
    of immigrant residents.

Corresponding chapters: 
5.2 Staff training and development, 
5.4.2 Industry-academy cooperation 
and business visits

． More than 22,000 training hours in total.
． Industry-academy cooperation with National 
     Kaohsiung University of Science and 
    Technology, Cheng Shiu University, Kun Shan 
    University, Chung Hwa University of Medical 
    Technology and Kao Yuan University to cultivate 
    talents and provide internship opportunities.

Corresponding chapters: 
5.1.2 Employee retention, 6.3 
Employee health management 

．The retention rate for parental leave applicants was 
     100%.
．Provided work protection apron and priority parking 
    spaces for pregnant female employees.
．Won the Excellence Award in “Promoting Equal Rights 
     in the Workplace” from the Southern Science and 
     Industry Park of the Ministry of Science and 
     Technology.

Corresponding chapters: 
7.3 Water resources management

．The wastewater recovery rate of King Slide 
    Works’ manufacturing process is about 74.7%.
． Water quality testing is compliant with water 
     pollution prevention and control regulations.
． Water consumption from production process 
     was 2.39 liters/square meter lower than 
     expected for King Slide Works.
． Domestic sewage was 6.55 liters/person 
      lower than expected for King Slide Works.

Corresponding chapters: 
5.1 Employee relations, 2.2.4 2021 
Business Report
 
．The standard salary of entry-level employees 
    was 1.09 times better than the local minimum 
    salary.
．We have had more than 10 consecutive profit-
    making years. The after-tax EPS in 2021 was 
    NT$20.73.

Corresponding chapters: 
CH6 Occupational safety and health, 
and health management  

． No occupational disease occurrences among 
      employees. The occupational disease rate was 0.
． 1209 participants in the employee health checkup.
． Won the Excellence Award of “Promoting Equal 
     Rights in the Workplace” from the Southern Science 
     and Industry Park of the Ministry of Science and 
     Technology.
． Obtained “Health Workplace Certification - Health 
     Promotion Medal” from the Health Promotion 
     Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare.
． 1374 participants in health promotion activities.
． Employee health checkup is held annually and health 
      tracking management system helps to supervise.
． Cooperated with the local Luzhu Health Center to set 
      up smoking cessation classes.
． In our weight loss competition, Participants lost 2.33 
     kg on average.
． Implement measures related to the prevention of the 
     COVID-19.
．Cooperated with local competent authorities to carry 
     out pandemic prevention advocacy.

01.Overview

 1.3 SDG Correspondence of Annual 
        Results
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1.3 SDG Correspondence of Annual Results

Corresponding chapters: 
2.2.2 Awards received by the 
Company 

． Filed 74 patent applications in 2021, 320 cases were 
     approved.
． Immense R&D potential and a large number of 
      patents. As of December 2021, the Company filed 
      3,119 patent applications, and 2,862 cases were   
      approved.

Corresponding chapters: 
7.1.2 Environmental protection 
expenditure, 7.2 Energy 
management 

． A total of NT$ 5.189 million was invested in 
     environmental protection.
．King Slide Technology is expected to reduce its 
     emissions of CO2e by 637.46 tons.
． King Slide Technology was awarded the “Energy 
     Saving Model” of the Southern Science Park in 
     2020.

Corresponding chapters: 
7.3.2 Reuse of water recource 

．A scenery pond was set up in King Slide 
    Technology to collect rainwater and use it to 
    water green space in order to fully utilize water 
    resource so as to conserve and sustainably utilize 
    the terrestrial ecosystem and ensure biodiversity.

Corresponding chapters:
5.3.2 Employee relations and 
employee rights protection 

．had no cases of human rights violations, 
    corruption and discrimination.
．had an open grievance mechanism to actively 
    promote harmonious labor relations. The 
    Company had 0 labor dispute cases.

Corresponding chapters: 
4.3 Partners of King Slide 

．had more than three years of business 
     relationship with 97.5% of suppliers.
．Procurement from domestic suppliers accounted   
    for 98%.
．Completed 100% of the audits on major 
     suppliers.

Corresponding chapters: 
4.3.7 Investigation on conflict 
minerals, 7.4 Waste management, 
4.3.8 Sign an environmental 
certificate that guarantees no 
prohibited/restricted substances 

．Suppliers were required to formulate conflict mineral 
    surveys showing 0 conflict minerals.
．Suppliers were required to guarantee that all 
    substances comply with international environmental 
    regulations in manufacturing processes.

01.Overview

 1.3 SDG Correspondence of Annual 
        Results
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Company Overview 2.
With a dedication to develop and innovate based on customer needs, King Slide forms top-
notch R&D teams to develop quality green products that are functional, user-friendly, safer, 
and more convenient for users.

1,503
employees

21.75
NTD�

74
Patents

6.342
billion

NTD�

2.073
billion

NTD�

320
Cases

•In 2021, we applied for    
    74 patents.

•In 2021, 320 cases were 
     approved.

•2021 after-tax EPS was NT$21.75.     
•2020 after-tax EPS was NT$12.22.
•2019 after-tax EPS was NT$16.35.

•2021 total employee number 
     was 1,503.

•2021 revenue was NT$6.342 billion.         
•2020 revenue was NT$4.801 billion.                
•2019 revenue was NT$4.869 billion.

•2021 net profit was NT$2.073 billion.
•2020 net profit was NT$1.165 billion.
•2019 net profit was NT$1.558 billion.
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2.1 About King Slide

Trademark: King Slide Works Co., Ltd. | Stock Code: 2059

    King Slide Works was founded in 1986 as a manufacturer of hinges, slides and other products. 
Building on decades of experience in progressive stamping and surface treatment technology, 
we have developed an integrated design capability through consolidating the designs of tooling, 
equipment, and mechanical products. As we continued to innovate, King Slide brand is now 
internationally recognized for our consistent creation of reliable and innovative server rail kits, 
industrial slides, electronic components and other mechanical products. Our commitment to 
design user-friendly and top-quality green products have earned us trust and lasting business 
relationships among international server, communication network EMS and ODM, and allow us to 
become a designated supplier for leading companies in the furniture, kitchen cabinets and home 
appliances industries.

2.1.2 Association between upstream, midstream, and 
            downstream industry participants

2.2 Operation Overview

2.1.1 Product application
02. Company Overview

Raw materials 
(upstream)

Product processing 
(midstream) 

Product application (downstream)

• Standard rack-mounted  
      servers suppliers
• Network communication 
      equipment suppliers
• Data access and UPS suppliers
• Financial transaction machine 
     suppliers
•Cloud data centers

• Rolled steel

• steel belts

• stainless  
     steel

Suppliers of office OA furniture, 
home furniture, kitchen 
cabinets, tool cabinets, etc.

Hinges and slides

Rail kits and their 
peripheral 
components

Japan

Taiwan

Australia

U.S.A.

Canada

Europe
UK Poland

Czech RepublicNetherlands

China

Central 
and 

South America

    King Slide’s rail kits products are mainly used in servers, 
network communications, cloud data centers, and their peripheral 
equipment, followed by kitchen cabinets. Hinges and slides are 
mainly used in furniture, steel cabinets, tool cabinets, office 
furniture, wooden furniture and furniture for interior decoration 
industries. Our products can be understood as an extension product 
of the computer, furniture and kitchen cabinets industry.

    “Outstanding quality”, “Innovative design”, and “Customer-centric” are King Slide's business 
philosophies. Over the years, King Slide has played its role in improving people’s life quality at 
home, offering high-quality and competitive products to businesses in various fields. At present, 
in addition to our head office in Taiwan, we have set up sales networks around the world to serve 
major customers. We have sales locations in the U.S.A., Canada, Europe (UK, Netherlands, Poland 
and the Czech Republic, etc.), Central and South America, Australia, China, and Japan.

  2.1 About King Slide
  2.2 Operation Overview

http://www.kingslide.com
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(1) Sales (supply) areas of major products (services) of King Slide in 2021:

(2) Market supply

(3) Market growth potential

02. Company Overview

Rail Kits Slidess Hinges Others Total

Taiwan 20%  0% 3% 0%  23%

China 21% 0% 0% 0% 21%

U.S.A. 29% 0% 0% 1% 30%

Other  25%  1% 0% 0% 26%

Total 95% 1% 3% 1% 100%

Products
Area

The rail kit market for servers and their peripheral equipment has high barriers to entry. Unlike in the past when major foreign 
manufacturers had significant influence over the trend of new products, King Slide has become the industry leader (2-3 years ahead of 
other suppliers) that integrates customer needs from different applications in the field, playing a key role in setting new product trends. 
We now work closely with our clients on product development to drive mutual growth, while creating series of self-developed market-
leading products. Overall, issues arising from the excess market supply are limited.

Growing demand and increased competition led to oversupply and fierce price competition of slide rails and hinges. As a result, several 
western manufacturers halt production of European standard slides and hinges while their customers shift orders to South East Asia 
for price considerations. China and Taiwan are the main beneficiaries of this trend, with manufacturers seeing undersupplied export 
demand, especially for those with large scale, stable quality and price competitiveness.

3C products

In the long run, the primary driver of demand for the cloud server industry will come from the telecommunication, financial, large 
manufacturing industry, and government agencies. Along with the prevalence of low-to-mid end handsets, we believe demand for 
servers will only increase. In the future, we expect to see significant business opportunities from our close cooperation with IBM, HP, 
DELL, ORACLE, and other white box companies in the market. Any changes in the exterior design, of the server and related network 
communication, storage, UPS, KVM, or other peripheral products, towards rack-mounted design will increase the demand for rail kits.

Traditional market The traditional consumer market and real estate market are recovering gradually which would bring benefit to the Company’s business.

Steel cabinets International suppliers are increasing the pace of order transfer to reduce costs and avoid production restrictions. We believe that with the 
basis of our performance, our business will continue to grow in the future.

Rail kits

Slides 
and 

hinges

  2.2 Operation Overview

http://www.kingslide.com
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02. Company Overview

2.2.1 Company history

2.2.2 Awards received

    King Slide Works’ production is based in Luzhu District, Kaohsiung City. The address is No. 299, Shunan Road, Luzhu District, Kaohsiung City, and its subsidiary, King Slide 
Technology is located in the Southern Science Industrial Park. The Company currently has 1,503 employees and is a member of the Kaohsiung City Federation of Industries, 
Importer and Exporters Association of Taipei, Taiwan Mold & Die Industry Association, Taiwan Surface Finishing Association, Taiwan Furniture Manufacturers’, Taiwan 
Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers' Association, and Taiwan Woodworking Machinery Association. The figure below shows the milestones of King Slide Works.

I. Our Promise

King Slide

King Slide

Server rail kits (Innovative mechanical products that combine high-end technology 
and precision with user-friendly and safety design)

Kitchen rail kits (Innovations in products’ ease of use, diverse appearance, and safety 
mechanisms)

Brand Name Description of product application and brand value

 King Slide Works was 
founded.

Obtained product certifications
and passed tests from several

international server manufacturers
and server OEMs.

TPEx-listed

Subsidiaries King
Slide USA and King Slide

Technology were founded.

TWSE-listed

King Slide Technology
(China) was founded in

Shanghai, China.

1986

2002

2005

2006

2008

2011
King Slide Technology 
Plant 2 was founded.

2020  2.2 Operation Overview

http://www.kingslide.com
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02. Company Overview

II. Awards, products, and certifications

Ⅲ . R&D and operation

    King Slide was rated as an Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) for three consecutive years from 2007 to 2009, signifying our efforts and contributions in enhancing the job 
market. Examples of our achievements are as follows: 2009 Taiwan Superior Brands from the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 5-star A+ enterprise by CommonWealth Magazine 
from 2009-2010, the gold medal for Best of KBIS 2010 in Chicago, U.S.A., Excellence Award from International Woodworking Fair Atlanta, U.S.A. in 2010, and the Taiwan 
Excellence Award in 2011, 2013, 2016, 2019, 2020, and 2021. In 2013, President Lin Shu-Chen was invited to the Innovation and Entrepreneurship Forum of Commonwealth 
Magazine. King Slide was elected the best Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise in Asia by Forbes Magazine in 2015. These achievements show that King Slide's R&D capability 
and operating performance have been recognized by the government and the entire manufacturing industry.

2008~2009 

2007~2009       Authorized Economic Operator for three consecutive years

The awards received are as follows:

2009

2009~2010

2010  

2010   

2015 

2011~2013 

2016 

2019 

2020  

2020 

2021 

Top 200 High Growth Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises in 
Asia by Forbes Magazine for 2 consecutive years

Taiwan Superior Brands Award from the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs

5-star A+ enterprise by Commonwealth Magazine

Gold Medal for Best of KBIS 2020 in Chicago, U.S.A.

Excellence Award from International Woodworking Fair 
Atlanta, U.S.A.

Taiwan Excellence Award

Best Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise in Asia by 
Forbes Magazine

Taiwan Excellence Award 

Taiwan Excellence Award - Silver Award

Taiwan Excellence Award

Excellent business of the National Taxation Bureau 
electronic invoice

Taiwan Excellence Award

    King Slide firmly believes that developing functional, top quality, and highly 
competitive products are the basic requirements to ensure business sustainability. 
Over the years, we have turned this belief into action, designing new technologies 
not only for our products, but also for automatic progressive stamping and 
automated machinery and equipment used during our production. We have always 
stood by our customers and friends from all over the world, providing support to 
each other while achieving sustainable growth together. We will present the recent 
breakthrough in our technology and products in the next paragraph.
    In terms of rail kits related to 3C servers, the products used in open rack include 
U9, U6, UK, and other models. This type of rail products are often different from the 
standard rack due to the combination types of the rack and the rail. Therefore, it is 
necessary to develop new products with new actuation function, and installation 
and combination of components designs in order to meet the requirements of 

heavy duty strength, convenient operation, limited installation space, etc. while 
considering operational safety so as to continuously improve  market confidence 
of the product. As for standard racks, there are also diversified models such as U7, 
UN, B3, etc. which can be fully applied to the product market of standard racks. 
To sum up, the current 3C server-related rail products have a relatively complete 
product structure to meet the rapidly changing market demands. In the future, we 
will continue to collect and study different usage characteristics, and quickly adjust 
ourselves to develop new products.
    In terms of high-end kitchen rail kits and hinges, we have also successfully 
developed more complete product systems such as 1 Series and M Series, and 
continue to improve the relevant performance at each application level, so as to 
adapt to diversified market needs more quickly.

  2.2 Operation Overview
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02. Company Overview

2021

Year Number of patents

Filed 74 patent applications, and 320 cases were approved.

IV. Environmental protection, safety and health    In order to effectively protect the company's 
intellectual property and respect the intellectual 
property of others to avoid leaking or infringing 
on the intellectual property of others, which 
will increase the Company's business risks, King 
Slide adapted the Taiwan Intellectual Property 
Management System (TIPS) in 2021, and was 
certified by the Taiwan Intellectual Property 
Management System (TIPS) in November, 2021. 
Using TIPS management standards to build an ark 
that enables the Company to navigate in the “ocean 
of wisdom” and win in the fiercely competitive 
market as well as using the management of 
intellectual property to create Company profits and 
value, which will help to achieve the Company's 
long-term development of sustainability.

    King Slide is committed to environmental protection, safety and 
health management and has established related environmental, 
safety and health management systems and policies. Over the 
years, we have gain approvals from competent authorities, and our 
products have passed various quality and safety certification tests. 

            1. Passed ISO 9001 - Quality Management System
            2. Passed ISO 14001 - Environmental Management System
            3. Passed ISO 45001 - Occupational Health and Safety 
                 Management System            
            4. Passed IECQ QC080000 - Hazardous Substance 
                 ProcessManagement System
            5. Passed AEO certification test
            6. Received Badge of Accredited Healthy Workplace

ISO 9001: 2015 certification of King 

Slide Works

Issuing authority: DNV.GL

Effective date: 2019/09/01 - 

2022/09/01

Verification code: 3810-1995-AQ-

RGC-RvA

ISO 9001: 2015 certification of King 

Slide Technology

Issuing authority: DNV.GL

Effective date: 2019/09/01 - 

2022/09/01

Verification code: 3810CC1-1995-AE-

RGC-RvA

Certificate of Taiwan Intellectual Property 
Management System
Issuing authority：Industrial Development  
Bureau, MOEA
Effective date: 2021/11/24 ~ 2022/12/31
Verification code: TIPS-2021-cert.-026

  2.2 Operation Overview
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02. Company Overview

2.2.4  2021 Business Report

Organization Chart of King Slide

RBA Committee Structure of King Slide Group

Chairman/President 
Shu-Chen, Lin

RBA Customer Contact
 Scott Lee

Labor Management
 Team (Labor)

Health & Safety Team
(Health & Safety)

Ethical Management
 Team(Ethics)

Environment Management 
Team (Environment)

Deputy Chairperson and Management Representative/EVP
 Chun-Chiang, Wang

Executive Secretary
Shu-Ting, Tseng

  

    King Slide Group has set up a RBA Committee to serve as the highest decision-
making authority for the Company's sustainable development. It is responsible for 
promoting various CSR plans and formulating corporate sustainable development 
policies. The CEO serves as the chairperson of the RBA committee, and the 
Executive Vice President is appointed as the deputy chairperson and management 
representative to review various RBA issues.

I. King Slide’s Performance

0
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000
7,000

20192020

4,869

2,015

1,558

2021

4,801

1,926

1,165

6,342

2,720

2,073

Operating income

Operating profit

Profit after tax

Amount (millions)

AEO certification of King Slide Technology

Issuing authority: Customs Administration, 

Ministry of Finance

Effective date: 2013/10/25

Certificate No.: TWAEO-102000053

AEO certification of King Slide Works

Issuing authority: Customs Administration, 

Ministry of Finance

Effective date: 2020/07/17

Certificate No.: TWAEO-109000007

Shareholders’
Meeting 

Board of Directors

Audit Office

Remuneration 
Committee

Audit Committee

IPR & Legal 
Affairs Office

Development
Committee

IT Department

Control Office

General Administration 
Department

President

Vice President

Chairman

Sales Departm
ent

Finance
Departm

ent

Quality Assurance
Departm

ent

M
anufacturing 

Departm
ent

Research & 
Developm

ent 
Departm

ent

2.2.3 Organization system
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02. Company Overview

II. Income and Expenditure, and Profitability Analysis

     The consolidated revenue and net operating profit in 2021 have increased 32.09% 
and 38.65% from 2020, respectively. Due to currency appreciation, the Company 
incurred a foreign exchange loss of NT$178,697 thousand, EPS after tax was 
NT$21.75. Looking at the operating performance in 2021, our revenue and profit 
have not declined due to the unfavorable factors of the appreciation of the New 
Taiwan dollar and the continuous sharp rise in raw materials. Instead, both of them 
have grown and the growth rate of net profit is higher than that of revenue growth. 
The record-breaking high is mainly attributable to the gradually improved positive 
performance and profitability of new products. The intelligent plant and production 
line, which has been planned for many years, is expected to officially put into mass 
production in July 2022, in line with the succession of new products, we believe 
future growth is worth looking forward to, a foreseeable future which will bring 
better operating performance.

Capital Structure (%)
Debts Ratio           18.33           16.85           15.67

Non-liquid assets           562.33           635.66           836.82

Solvency (%)

Current ratio           723.46           799.32           829.18

Quick ratio           666.72           762.98           790.27

Times interest earned ratio           266.06           136.66           179.17

Profitability (%)

Ratio of return on total assets           14.44           8.99           13.10

Ratio of return on equity           17.47           10.66           14.98

Ratio of pre-tax income over paid-in capital           272.38           161.82           212.45

Profit margin           32.67           24.25           32.00

Earnings per share (NT$)           21.75           12.22           16.35

The Ground-Breaking Ceremony of King Slide Technology Plant II

Items 2021 2020 2019
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III. R&D and government subsidies

R&D expenses and main development status of King Slide in 2021

Government subsidies in 2021

(1) In response to the planning of the new generation products, R&D continues to develop new rail kit products to be applied in standard and open rack cabinets, 
or other special cabinets. R&D studies all aspects of the product and considers all users in each stage, from early design to the end-users, then consolidates and 
evaluates product functionality, convenience, and safety. The goal is to create more diversified and efficient products under the restriction of limited spaces, 
this applies to rail kits, cable management and other products. This is also the direction for future product development in order to develop products that match 
market needs.

(2) Regarding the channel market, high-end slides and hinges, since series of products have already been developed, the Company is currently gathering more 
application insights for the existing standard products in order to build a more comprehensive product line to meet the demands of the new modern styles. 
Meanwhile, we actively use the insights collected to develop products with functional and safety features that appeal to users. This will also enhance the 
Company’s competitiveness and value in the markets for high-end kitchens, office cabinets, toolboxes, medical care, and future home life. In response to higher 
production needs, we actively develop and introduce more advanced automated and intelligent production equipment to achieve smart production, thereby 
enabling the Company to create low-cost, high-efficiency, and high quality production conditions for all of its products.

The “Recharge and Take 
Off” Plan  

Kaohsiung-Pingtung-Penghu-Taitung Regional 
Branch, Workforce Development Agency, Ministry 
of Labor

Training Subsidies for The “Recharge and Take 
Off” Plan

144,750

TOTAL 144,750

2.3 Business Content

Rail kits and peripheral components for server

1. Rack-mounted servers, UPS, rack-mounted Internet 
     communication facilities, TAPE, and other related peripheral 
     equipment for computer networking and Cloud data centers.

2. Electric vehicles, massage chairs, ATM, multi-functional printers, 
     automobiles, OA furniture, kitchen cabinets, tool cabinets, steel 
     cabinets, and medical cabinets.

Slides, hidden hinges
OA furniture, kitchen cabinets, furniture, etc. 

  2.3 Business Content

The important use of King Slide's products

Items Government Agency Content Amount of subsidies (NTD)
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02. Company Overview

2.4 Product’s health and safety

2.4.1 Business strategy

2.4.2 Important production and sales policies

(1) Rail kits：

(2) Hinges and slides：

    Major server brands have been rolling out plans related to green energy and resource conservation. Since significant costs arose from the energy consumption of 
running the server and its cooling system, these companies therefore aim to improve by adopting more energy-saving and power-saving hardware technologies. King 
Slide’s thin and safe rail kits as well as our CMA increase the cooling efficiency of servers and enhance heat reductions. Various safety designs were also developed by King 
Slide to allows operators to perform their maintenance job on servers and other electronic devices safely and conveniently. All of our products have undergone frequent 
reliability tests, at our own site and by external third party including the major server brands.

    The future development of these conventional consumer products will be in line with the market trend driven by a high standard of living, efficiency, user convenience, 
and aesthetics. King Slide strives to develop mechanical products that provide greater convenience and safety to customers while conserving electricity and resources. 
We have developed several safety mechanisms on the slides and our products have passed various reliability tests. All products are certified by third parties such as 
Intertek on international standards including KCMA (The Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association) and ANSI/BIFMA (The Americans National Standards Institute/The 
Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer’s Association).

    The business strategies of King Slide place great importance on employee training of our management, marketing and R&D talents, our long term policy focuses on 
fostering our team and talents. Other important guidelines are as follows:

1
To complete R&D and industry
-wide planning of the Rail Kit
product line developed in line
with cloud computing
requirements.

To complete R&D and indus-
try-wide planning of the kitchen 
Rail Kit product line for house-
hold consumption needs.

2 3 4 5
To complete R&D and indus-
try-wide planning of the 
consumer product line for 
personal consumption needs.

To introduce intelligent 
production technology to 
improve business management 
performance.

To establish global flexible 
production bases to meet the 
needs of customers in different 
markets.

(1) To continue to win orders from international and domestic sellers of 
computer servers, networking and communication equipment, as well as 
cloud data service providers, while adopting a new-product-driven sales 
approach to gain market share.

(2) To leverage the current brand recognition to promote both our mature 
lines to international steel cabinet suppliers, medical devices suppliers, 
and the newly developed high-end kitchen lines to the international 
sellers of system furniture and channel partners. The goal is to build a 
global sales network and establish King Slide’s brand globally.

(3) To establish global distribution channels with local outlets to offer total 
solutions to customers with comprehensive product lines.

    King Slide is committed to ensuring product safety per our policy, all products must pass strict loading and life cycle test. Product safety is a top priority oversee by the top 
management. In addition to conducting regular employee training on product safety, we also identify, monitor and assess product safety risk, setting zero product safety 
issues as our target. We promise thorough investigation and ensure proper remedial procedures are in place in case of product safety issues. During this reporting period, 0 
cases of product safety issues have incurred.

  2.4 Product’s health and safety
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02. Company Overview

(1) Our short to mid-term strategy is to increase the market share of our rail 
kits in the computer server market and cloud data centers, and further 
promote the use of King Slide’s rail kit in the peripheral products of these 
fields.

(2) In the long term, we aim to develop functional products that bring a more 
convenient life and are applicable to a wide variety of industries, in order to 
increase market share and build customer loyalty.

(3) To set up global warehouses and sales bases gradually and establish global 
flexible production bases to shorten the delivery time, striving to win orders 
from new clients.

2.4.3 Production policy

2.4.4 Future development strategies

2.4.5 Quality policy

2.4.6 Policy of environmental management

2.4.7 Hazardous substance management

    King Slide's goal is to rationalize the production procedures with an intellectual 
production management system, proactively adopt lean manufacturing, cut down 
production and warehousing costs. Low added value products will be outsourced 
as a whole or outsourced for processing to increase the Company’s product value.

    King Slide actively promotes energy and resource conservation and waste 
reduction. We developed policies that include the following: to continue to improve 
the efficient use of raw materials, reduce packaging, ensure proper waste recycling, 
reuse water recovered from our wastewater treatment system and reduce energy 
consumption to reduce carbon footprint and other negative environmental 
impacts. Although our product is only a part of the final products (e.g., cabinet), we 
still monitor and strive for design and manufacturing improvements.
    To promote our green policies and fulfil our social responsibility, we require all 
employees to lower pollution and hazard levels in all aspects of our work while 
complying with the standards of ROHS and other government regulations. We also 
invite our suppliers to commit to the development of green products and the use 
of recyclable and reusable materials.
    The control office and the environmental task force are responsible to undertake 
the relevant administrative and legal compliance work regarding the Company’s 
environment, health and safety policy. All of the company’s manufacturing 
activities have received certification for ISO 14001, the international standard for 
environmental management systems.
    The Company sets reduction targets for greenhouse gases, water usage and 
industrial waste, and implements various environmental management measures 
to achieve water, electricity and waste reduction.

    In order to effectively implement the management of hazardous substances 
in all products, we adopted the IECQ International Standard for Hazardous 
Substance Process Management System (IECQ QC080000) in 2018 and passed the 
test in January 2019, establishing a complete, systematic, and clear management 
procedure. The procedures ensure the proper implementation of the management 
system, focusing on the needs and expectations of stakeholders, management 
of risks and opportunities, product design and development, the input of raw 
materials to the output of the final product, documentation of information, and 
final customer satisfaction, etc. 

    Driven by the desire to comply 
with international regulations and 
the expectation of our stakeholders, 
and to reduce the impact on the 
e c o l o g i c a l  e n v i r o n m e n t ,  K i n g 
Slide conducts monthly reviews 
o n  t h e  c u r r e n t  s t a t u s  o f  o u r 
hazardous substance management 
in accordance with international 
regulations, customer requirements, 
a n d  t r e n d s  o n  e n v i r o n m e n t a l 
p r o t e c t i o n ,  a n d  u p d a t e s  o u r 
regulations accordingly. As of 2020, 
all of our products have complied 
with international regulations and 
customer requirements.

I. Hazardous substance management

II. Hazardous substance management of products

King Slide Works Factory 

IECQ QC080000 Certificate

Issuing authority: DNV.GL

Effective date: 

2019/01/30 - 2025/01/29 

Certification code: TW-

HSPM-1582

King Slide Technology 

Factory IECQ QC080000 

Certificate

Issuing authority: DNV.

GLEffective date: 

2019/01/30 – 2025/01/29

Certification code: TW-

HSPM-1582-2

King Slide’s products are sold directly to 
suppliers instead of end consumers, there-
fore, the potential health and safety concerns 
related to consumers is limited. In terms of 
customer service, we have formulated 
“customer complaint handling procedures” 
which provide a channel for customer com-
plaints. The feedbacks are discussed in our 
monthly quality review meeting to make 
improvements and increase customer satis-
faction.

1
360° Quality Assurance System

Precise and
 Reliable 
Products

2

3
Customer Satisfaction

Mutually 
Beneficial 
Relationship

4
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Corporate governance and core values 3.
King Slide is committed to maintaining the highest ethical standards and 
effective accountability mechanism. We are convinced that good corporate 
governance can build a solid foundation for operational development, which 
would enable us to provide high-quality products and services to the market, and 
increase company value in the long run.
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

3.1 Current Status of Corporate Governance
    Our corporate governance policies are set in accordance with “Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx Listed Companies” and other related laws 
and regulations. These policies include Rules of Procedure for Board of Directors Meetings, Procedures for Handling Internal Material Information, Rules of Procedure for 
Shareholders’ Meetings, Internal Control System, Internal Audit System, Procedures for the Acquisition and Disposal of Assets, External Party Lending, Endorsement and 
Guarantee Procedures, and Regulations Governing Subsidiaries.
    We arrange relevant courses for the Board of Directors and Supervisors so that they can better understand the Company when they are newly appointed or when in service. 
In addition, we provide on-job training to communicate to new employees about the Company’s system and policies and to stipulate performance evaluation and reward 
and penalty systems. Descriptions of King Slide’s corporate governance practice and implementation status of Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles for TWSE/TPEx 
Listed Companies are as follows:

Equity structure and 
shareholder’s rights

‧ King Slide has dedicated staff responsible for handling shareholders’ suggestions or disputes
‧ We receive monthly updates of the shareholding status from our directors, supervisors and major shareholders and maintain a healthy 
      community with our major shareholders.
‧ We have formulated “Procedures for handling transactions with specific companies, affiliated entities and affiliated persons” and 
     “Management guidelines for short and long term investments” with dedicated personnel handling the associated matters.
‧The Company has formulated procedures for handling material insider information to prevent insiders trading on undisclosed 
     information.

Composition and 
Responsibilities of the Board 
of Directors

‧ Our Board of Directors consists of seven members, four of whom are independent directors. The composition considers diverse 
      backgrounds, professional competence and experience.
‧ The directors stipulates, based on their professions, diversified policies and disclose them on the Company’s website and Market     
     Observation Post System.
‧ We hold regular reviews on the independence of our external auditors. The result of the recent review was presented in the Board 
     meeting on January 10, 2022. The review shows the CPAs, Chen Jhen-Li and Jia Ling-Chiang, from Deloitte & Touche fulfil the 
     independent criteria of King  Slide to carry out the company review. The associated statement was made by the auditors.

Appoint a qualified 
corporate governance 
officer to be in charge of 
corporate governance 
affairs

‧ The Company appointed a corporate governance officer to be in charge of corporate governance affairs on June 1, 2021. The meeting 
      notices with sufficient materials shall be sent to each director no later than 7 days before the scheduled date, and with the reminders if 
      the recusals are necessary due to any conflict of interest occurred.

The situation of establishing 
communication channels 
with stakeholders

‧ We have multiple communication channels including telephone hotlines, fax, post and emails. In addition, we set up a Stakeholders 
      section on our official website, with dedicated staffs assigned to reply and communicate matters related to corporate social 
      responsibilities.

Information Disclosure

‧ King Slide discloses our financials, business operations and corporate governance information on our website at 
     https://www.kingslide. com.
‧ We have dedicated staff responsible for collecting and disclosing company information. Related financial and business information is 
     disclosed at Market Observation Post System (MOPS).
‧ The Company has a designated spokesperson and a web page updating information on investors’ conferences and presentation 
     materials.

The implementation status 
of the establishment of  
nomination, remuneration, 
or other types of functional 
committee

‧ Remuneration Committee was established on December 22, 2011.
‧ Audit Committee was established on July 30, 2021 in replacement of the Supervisors’ duties and responsibilities.

3.1 Current Status of Corporate 
       Governance

Items Description
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

3.1.1 Board of Directors
    Seven Board of Directors’ Meetings were held in 2021. Our “Rules of Procedure 
for Board of Directors Meetings” were formulated in accordance with “Regulations 
Governing Procedure for Board of Directors Meetings of Public Companies”. We 
disclose attendance details and important board decisions at MOPS (http://mops.
twse.com.tw/mops/web/t93sc03_1)。

    King Slide has 4 seats of Independent Director, and maintains multiple 
communication channels such as our official website, telephone hotlines, fax, 
emails, with dedicated staff responsible for replying to matters relating to corporate 
social responsibilities. We assess the independence of external auditors, and 
request the issuance of a Declaration of Independence from them. Our Independent 
Directors are updated with the latest development of the business via audit reports 
provided by the Board of Directors or the audit unit, or via the relevant data 
provided by the finance or business department. In addition, managers from each 
department will be asked to make specific reporting when necessary. Employees, 
shareholders and other stakeholders can contact our Independent Directors 
through letters, employee suggestion boxes, or emails. Shareholders’ Meetings are 
held annually to determine the business strategies, conduct reviews and provide 
suggestions on the operation of relevant departments.
    Pursuant to the “Rules of Procedure for Board of Directors Meetings”, we provide 
details on the names of independent directors, the relevant agendas, reasons 

I. The names and main education background of King Slide’s 2021 Directors and 
    Supervisors are as follows:

Title Name Gender Nationality
Accumulated 
training hours 

(hr)

Chairman Lin Tsung-Chi Male R.O.C 46

Director
Long Shen Investment 
Inc.
Rep.: Lin Tsung Lung

Male R.O.C 27

Director Wang Chun-Chiang Male R.O.C 33

Independent 
Director

Hsu Fang-Yih Male R.O.C 30

Independent 
Director

Cai Wen Zhi Male R.O.C 27

Independent 
Director

Wu Hsiu Female R.O.C 12

Independent 
Director 

Yang Fu-Hsuan Female R.O.C 12

The above Directors and Supervisors have more than 5 years of work experience in commerce, 
law, finance, accounting or any other fields necessary for our business. For further information 
on the education background of King Slide’s Directors or their concurrent positions, please 
refer to the official website: https://www.kingslide.com/investor_manage_directors/)

for avoiding conflicting interests, and the voting decisions with respect to the 
avoidance of conflicting interests agendas. Relevant cases are as follows:

3.1 Current Status of Corporate 
       Governance
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

II. Description of affiliates of King Slide in 2021:
1. Organization chart of King Slide Group:

2. Name of Directors and Supervisors of King Slide Group in 2021:

Age <30 31~40 41~50 >51

R.O.C 0 0 0 7

Other 0 0 0 0

Company name Title
Name or

representative

King Slide USA, Inc.
Chairman
President

Lin Tsung-Chi
Wang Chun-Chiang

King Slide Technology Co., 
Ltd.

Chairman
Director
Director

Supervisor
President

Lin Tsung-Chi
Lin Shu-Hui

Lin Shu-Chen
Zheng Yu-Ba
Lin Shu-Chen

King Slide (Samoa) Co., Ltd.
Executive 
director

Lin Shu-Hui

King Slide (Hong Kong) Co., 
Limited

Executive 
director

Zheng Yu-Ba

King Slide Technology (China) 
Co., Ltd.

Executive 
Director and 

President
Supervisor

Lin Shu-Chen

Wang Chun-Zhi

King Slide Technology 
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.

Executive 
Director and 

Manager
Wang Chun-Chiang

King Slide USA, Inc.King Slide (SAMOA)
CO.,Ltd.

King Slide (HONG KONG)
CO.,Limited

King Slide Works Co.,Ltd.

King Slide Technology 
(Shanghai, China) Co.,Ltd.

King Slide Technology
(Shenzhen, China) Co., Ltd.

King Slide Technology Co., Ltd.

Nationality Age distribution of Directors in 2021

3.1 Current Status of Corporate 
       Governance
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

III. Name of courses for new Directors and Directors in service:

1. Analysis of SFAS 10: “Accounting Principles 
for Inventories” (International Accounting 
Standard 2: “Inventory” (IAS2)).

2. Analysis of the Legal Responsibility, 
Countermeasures and Practical Cases of 
“Insider Trading”

3. Introduction to the Recent Amendments 
a n d  P r a c t i c a l  D e v e l o p m e n t s  o f  t h e 
Company Act, Securities and Exchange Act, 
and Business Mergers And Acquisitions Act.

4. Seminar on the Practical Legal 
Responsibility Regarding Company's 
Senior Executives on Insider Trading and 
Financial Reporting Fraud

5. Common Problems and Legal 
Responsibilities of Financial Reports from 
the Perspective of Corporate Governance.

6. Analysis on SFAS 41 The Disclosure of 
Segment Reporting” and Comparison with 
IFRS8 “Operating Segments.”

7. Practice Workshop for Directors and 
Supervisors (incl. Independent Directors)

8. Forum on Corporate Social Responsibility 
and Integrity Management of Listed 
Companies.

9. Discussion on the Identification of 
Subsidiaries (incl. Related Parties) and the 
Preparation of Consolidated Statements.

10. Discussion on the Latest Insider Trading 
Practice Cases from the Movie “Wall 
Street”

11. The Second In-service Training Course 
for the Southern Region Corporate 
Governance Workshop.

12. 2008 Forum for Persons in Charge 
of Listed Companies - Corporate 
G o v e r n a n c e  a n d  I n s i d e r  T r a d i n g 
Prevention

13. 2011 Briefing on Compliance with Laws 
Regarding Insider Equity Trading for 
Listed Companies

14. Forum on Integrity Management and 
Corporate Social Responsibility of Listed 
Companies

15. Corporate Governance Forum - How to 
Respond to Tax Reform.

16. 2016 Annual Corporate Governance 
Forum Series - Insider Trading and 
Corporate Social Responsibility

17. Briefing on Compliance with Laws 
Regarding Insider Equity Trading for 
Listed Companies

18. Enterprise Risk Management and the 
Status and Challenges of Taiwan Family 
Business Inheritance

19. Family Business Succession and Analysis 
of the Latest Tax Risk Management

20. Opportunities and Challenges of Global 
Tax Governance and New Business 
Models

21. Briefing on Compliance with Laws 
Regarding Insider Equity Trading

22. Seminar on the Three Major Codes and 
Practical Cases of Integrity Management, 
Corporate Governance and Corporate 
Social Responsibility

23. Governance Challenges arising from the 
Reengineering and Transformation of the 
Competitiveness of Corporate Value

24. Brand Renovation and Enterprise 
transformation - The Transformation 
of Taiwanese Enterprises and Brand 
Management based on Swiss Experience

25. Workshop on Corporate Governance and 
Business Sustainability

26. Seminar on Effective Use of Directors' 
Functions

27. 2019 Briefing on Compliance with Laws 
Regarding Insider Equity Trading

28. 2019 Annual Conference on Insider 
Trading Prevention

29. 2020 Annual Conference on Insider Equity 
Trading

30. 2020 Annual Conference on Corporate 
Governance and Ethical Management for 
Board of Directors and Supervisors

31. Enhancing the Ability of Self-preparing 
Financial Statements: Audit of Internal 
Control and Application of Information 
Technology

32. From Independent Director to Audit 
Committee: How to Appropriately 
Exercise its Power from the Perspective 
of Securities and Exchange Act

33. Director and Supervisor (Including 
Independent Director) and Corporate 
Governance Manager Practice Workshop

3.1 Current Status of Corporate 
       Governance
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

3.1.2 Audit Committee

3.1.3 Remuneration Committee

3.1.4 Audit Office

3.2 Core Values

    After the Company's audit committee had fully re-elected directors at the 
shareholders' meeting on July 30, 2021, the original supervisory system was 
replaced by the Audit Committee, and stipulated the Company’s “Audit Committee 
Charter” to abide according to Article 3 of the “Regulations Governing the Exercise 
of Powers by Audit Committees of Public Companies”. The Audit Committee 
is composed of four independent directors of the company, and it has held 3 
meetings in 2021.

    The Remuneration Committee assists the Board of Directors in implementing 
and evaluating the Company's overall remuneration policy, the remuneration 
of directors, supervisors and managers. There are three members in the 
Remuneration Committee. A total of 3 meetings were held in 2021. Remuneration 
paid for professional services provided by the directors or supervisors shall not 
exceed the salary level stipulated in “Regulation Governing Employee Salary” 
and shall be paid, regardless of the financial result of the business operation. 
Remuneration paid to the directors and supervisors shall not be higher than 
5% of net income before tax. Salaries and remunerations to the President and 
Vice Presidents were set according to “Regulation Governing Employee Salary.” 
Bonuses were appropriated according to the Company’s revenue and profitability, 
industry standard, and the performance of Corporate sustainability management 
(including employee safety and diversity, and environment, etc.), and were 
reviewed and resolved by the Remuneration Committee and the Board of Directors 
to minimize any possible risk to the Company’s future.

    In order to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of the business operation, the 
reliability of financial reporting and compliance with relevant laws and regulations, 
as well as to help the Board of Directors and the Management in fulfilling their 
responsibilities, King Slide promulgates a description of the internal control system 
since the date of the public offering. We have established a comprehensive control 
structure and defined control procedures at all levels to help the Board of Directors 
and managers ensure that their risk response can be implemented, including 
approval, authorization, verification, adjustment, review, regular inventory 
taking, record verification, division of functions, security of physical assets, 
and comparison between plans, budgets and previous performance, as well as 
supervision and management of subsidiaries. We also make sure these are indeed 
effectively implemented.
    We have set up a rigorous accounting system and internal control system with 
dedicated accounting & finance units and internal audit units to carry out the 

    With “R&D, Innovation, Quality, and Service” as our core values, King Slide 
provides a full range of solutions for rail kits of servers, network communication 
applications, high-end cabinets and mechanical parts used in various industries. 
We have always insisted on promoting our brand King Slide on the global stage. 
Our excellent R&D and innovation capabilities, in combination with top-quality 
products, have earned us great trust among customers and led us to become the 
designated brand for leading international companies. We continue in making 
technological innovations and improving quality management every year, striving 
to enhance our core competitiveness and provide customers with more user-
friendly, safe, convenient and high-quality products.

daily internal control. All financial statements are certified and reviewed by the 
independent C.P.A. to ensure a fair presentation of the financial statements.
The audit office completes and provides an internal audit report to the 
Independent Directors on a monthly basis and report the latest result of the 
internal audit by the Audit Committee and Directors during Board meetings. In 
addition, Independent Directors have access to financial and business data at any 
time and shall communicate and provide suggestions to the relevant business units 
when necessary. In terms of communication with CPAs, the financial statements 
reviewed by the CPAs and other matters required by relevant laws and regulations 
are reported during Board Meetings. The Independent Directors may communicate 
with the CPA at any time if they have any questions about our finances, business, 
etc., and could guide the relevant units to make improvements.

R&D

Innovation

Quality

Service Core values of King Slide

3.2 Core Values
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

3.3 Ethics and Business Behavior

3.3.1 Recusal (of personnel) due to conflicts of interest 3.3.2 Gifts and business entertainment

    King Slide is determined to take on employees with a high level of professional ethics, 
character and talent. When engaged in daily work and duties, employees should abide by 
the Code of Ethical Conduct and must be independent of all individual interests. We consider 
the employees' position at different departments as the basis to evaluate their moral 
threat scenarios, and conduct employee moral hazard assessments accordingly. During the 
reporting period, the six main considerations of moral threat items include improper gains 
such as personal gifts and bribes, personal leakage of company and customer confidentiality 
(intellectual property protection), individual’s conflicts of interest, individual’s insider trading, 
violations of fair transactions and information disclosure, and employees’ deliberate sabotage. 
The Code of Ethical Conduct formulated by King Slide include:

    In addition to the establishment of the Code of Ethical Conduct for internal employees, King 
Slide has not provided any financial or physical contribution to political groups, individuals 
or related government groups during the reporting period, and has not participated in the 
development and lobbying of public policies.
    King Slide’s products are mostly sold to suppliers, and we have no direct contact with 
the end-consumers; therefore, we make sure that all communication methods, including 
advertisement, promotion, sponsorship, etc., are compliant with the laws and regulations, 
without any false advertising and improper labeling. For our customers, we have set up a 
communication channel based on our “Procedure for Handling Customer Complaint”, in order 
to make improvements to our products.
    In the pursuit of sustainable business, King Slide not only implements and promotes related 
activities within the Company, but also joined the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA). In 
compliance with the RBA Code of Conduct and our “Measures for Business Partner Safety 
Management”, we expect all employees to be good business ethics practitioners.

Certificate awarded by RBA

    The stipulated “Rules of Procedure for Board of Directors Meetings” have a set of rules 
concerning Directors with conflicts of interest. In cases where the Directors or their legal 
persons have interest related to the Board Meeting proposals, and such interest may be 
harmful to the Company, the Directors may only state their opinions and answer inquiries, but 
shall not participate in discussions and voting. They shall not be present during discussions 
and voting or vote on other Director’s behalf. When our employees and their related parties 
have interests or conflicts with the Company, they should proactively report to their 
supervisors to avoid conflicts of interest. The relevant requirements are included in the 
terms of the agreement contract signed by the employee upon joining the Company, all our 
employees are required to abide by the rules.

    All of our employees must abide by the Code of Ethical Conduct 
when dealing with suppliers, contractors, customers and other people 
related to our business (including government agencies). Our “Work 
Rules” stipulates that employees shall not engage in illegal acts such 
as rebates, fraud or embezzlement of public funds. In the hope of 
eliminating dishonest conduct, we have established an internal control 
audit office to investigate and audit possible bribery incidents.

 The above-mentioned code of ethics is not limited to the Company’s Article of Incorporation. Compliance is based on 
personal self-discipline and self-judgment, in aim to be compliant with just and no contrary to common sense.

Do not violate laws and regulations.

Do not pollute the environment.

Do not lay off employees without justifiable reasons.
The above-mentioned code of ethics is not limited to the Company’s 
Article of Incorporation. Compliance is based on personal self-disci-
pline and self-judgment, in aim to be compliant with just and no 
contrary to common sense.

Do not resort to trickery or fraud in accounting and financial reports.

1.
2.
3.
4.

  3.3 Ethics and Business Behavior
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

3.3.3 Training for Ethical Conduct

3.3.4 Code of Ethical Conduct enforcement and 
            punishments

3.4 Risk management

    In order to promote and advocate ethical conduct, ethical standards are included 
in the training courses of new employees. This allows new employees to understand 
the Company’s commitment and determination to implement the code on their 
first day at King Slide. The training includes topics on ethical practices, avoidance of 
conflicts of interest, gifts and business entertainment, company assets, prevention 
of sexual harassment, information security and work rules, anti-bribery policies and 
other topics. The Code of Conduct is published on the internal website with easy 
access to all employees. Examples of the Code of Conduct for employees are listed 
as follows:

    All employees should remain vigilant for any violations of the Code of Ethical 
Conduct. When in doubt or discover any behavior that violates the Code, all 
employees are responsible for reporting to the supervisor. King Slide has set up an 
“Employee Suggestion Box” to receive employee complaints, which will be handled 
anonymously by designated personnel. Employees can also file complaints through 
the administrative system. The supervisors of all units shall deal with the response 
or instructions in a timely manner. If an employee is found to violate the Code, he/
she will be punished according to the severity of the violation and the provisions of 
the work rules. When an employee reports a violation of the Code of Ethical Conduct 
and therefore participates in an investigation, we shall protect him/her from unfair 
retaliation or treatment. During the reporting period, King Slide did not violate the 
laws, relevant regulations, and was not subject to any major fines.

    The Company’s major operating policies, investment proposals, endorsement guarantees, capital funding, and financing and other major proposals are evaluated by the 
competent departments and executed in accordance with the resolutions of the Board of Directors. The Company adopts a preventive policy toward risk management. In 
addition to an internal control system that is audited by the audit office, we have also purchased relevant assets insurance policies to avoid risks. Analysis on risk matters are 
as follows:

◆  Rail kits:

    King Slide’s Rail kits have received certification from IBM, HP, ORACLE, Fujitsu-Siemens, DELL and other international server brands. We directly obtain product 
requirements from the R&D departments of their head offices when they plan to launch new products, and simultaneously develop the latest consumer demand products. 
This is one of the major positive factors when we market products to system ODMs, network communication factories, chassis factories, and channel distributors, which 
further opens up new opportunities for other 3C products we developed.

  3.4 Risk Management

Do not involve in any form of corruption or 
bribery.

Maintain a healthy and work environment 
that is free of gender discrimination.

$

COPYRIGHT
PROTECTED

Employees must comply with copyright 
regulations.

Employees must protect intellectual 
property rights.

All company-related confidential information 
must be kept confidential.

Insider trading is prohibited.

Positive factors1
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

◆ Slides and hinges：

    To cut costs, many internationally renowned furniture and kitchen cabinet companies have turned to S.E. Asia, seeking manufacturers and strategic alliances that have 
large economies of scale, various product offerings, short lead time, R&D capacity, stable quality and reasonable pricing. The trend has certainly benefited King Slide, 
allowing us to establish a reputation worldwide and ranked one of the top four brands in the U.S. traditional market. This has further encouraged major manufacturers’ 
confidence in King Slide to transfer their orders to us. In the past few years, we have obtained orders from top U.S. suppliers in the furniture, kitchen cabinet and steel 
cabinet industry, and number two DIY furniture and kitchen cabinet suppliers from Japan. In the future, we will continue to develop both products in our brand name and 
customization capability based on customer requests to solidify our future advantages.
    All our products are the mainstream products in the market, therefore, we will continue to expand our global sales network. With our competitive advantage, we expect 
strong growth in both customized orders and retail channels in the future.

Possible inflated production costs due to rising raw material prices.

(a) Increase levels of automation production and outsource low value-added products to reduce labor costs and overall production costs.
(b) Accelerate new market developments, enhance the after-sales technical service, select favorable product mix and customer groups, especially the electronic product 
       suppliers who require customized R&D developments, so as to improve the business base, reduce the expense ratio and mitigate the adverse factors of rising material 
       costs.

I.The financial risks faced by King Slide and the 
   countermeasures:

II. The risks and countermeasures regarding supply chain 
      management:

    As a measure to deal with exchange rate changes under the current volatile 
trend, instead of financial instruments, King Slide adopted the natural hedging 
strategy by increasing or decreasing foreign purchases to balance foreign exchange 
income and expenditure. In the short run, currency exchange fluctuations resulted 
in a significant amount of FX loss, but in the long run, as we keep rolling out 
new products, the adverse impact of exchange rate on the company’s operating 
performance is limited. 
    King Slide has not engaged in high-risk investments, highly leveraged investments, 
loans to other parties, endorsements, and guarantees. Any derivative trading 
engaged by King Slide is for exchange rate hedging on the assets or liabilities held. 
The gains were generated through executing at a rate higher than the average rate 
of the net assets, a relatively low-risk way of hedging. In the future, we will continue 
to use hedging to deal with uncertainties.

1. Risks of supplier concentration and countermeasures:
    China Steel is King Slide’s key supplier. To secure the delivery and supply, 
    we sign quarterly purchase contracts with China Steel to make sure they 
    meet our quality and deadlines. Our relation with China Steel is stable and 
    long-term oriented; however, we still have created a supplier list to make 
    adjustments to our supply to disperse the risk of supply concentration.

2. Risks of consumer concentration and countermeasures:     
    Customer A accounts for more than 10% of the Company’s total yearly sales in the 
    two most recent fiscal years. It is the designated manufacturer and trading hub 
    for multiple major international server suppliers. The sales to Customer B, on 
    the other hand, reached 10.6% in 2019 as they increased their number of projects. 
    The above cases are both examples of industry characteristics. We are still actively 
    seeking out new customers and implementing strategies to deliver a diverse 
    range of new products to reduce the risk of high consumer concentration.

2

3

Negative factors

 Countermeasures

  3.4 Risk Management
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03. Corporate Governance and Core Values

III. Climate change induced-financial activities, and their    
       risks and opportunities:

IV. Remuneration policies, standards/packages, 
       procedures for determining

    Problems of climate changes such as changes in frequencies of extreme rainfalls 
and droughts may interrupt our supplier's production capacity. In terms of risk of 
business impact, King Slide has established connections with various steel suppliers 
in different countries to effectively disperse the risk of buying from a single supplier. 
We are able to flexibly schedule our production among various plants to avoid the 
risk of concentrating in a single production unit.

    Our ultimate goal is to maximize shareholders’ interests. The industry we are 
engaged in is still at the growing stage, we will make necessary adjustments 
along with any changes in the industry environment and regulations in the 
future. Since incorporation, we have actively pursued innovation and business 
transformation to strengthen our competitiveness, and held a more cautious and 
conservative attitude in response to the changing environment. In addition to 
strictly implementing cost-saving and expense cutting strategies, we have invested 
more funds and resources to expand our markets in different industries in order the 
strengthen the popularity of the “King Slide” brand in the world. The geopolitics 
has also become a risk which has pushed us to actively searching and establishing 
production bases or partnership in different regions. Through promoting the ESG 
policies under the sustainable development policies, we hope to achieve better 
business performance in the future.

(1) Remuneration policies of directors and supervisors were, through the 
      authorization of shareholders’ meeting, formulated by the Board of Directors 
      with reference to the industry standard. Compensation paid for professional 
      services provided by the directors or supervisors shall not exceed the salary level 
      stipulated in “Regulation Governing Employee Salary” and shall be paid,     
      regardless of the financial result of the business operation. And the remuneration 
     appropriated to the directors and supervisors shall not be higher than 5% of 
     profit before income tax.

(2) Salaries and compensations to the president and vice president of the Company 
      were set according to “Regulation Governing Employee Salary”. Bonuses were 
      appropriated according to the Company’s revenue and profitability, industry 
      standard, and the performance of Corporate sustainability management 
     (including employee safety, diversity, and environment, etc.), and were reviewed 
     and resolved by the Compensation Committee and the Board of Directors as well 
     to minimize any possible risk to the Company’s future.

  3.4 Risk Management
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The Company aims to gain a deeper understanding about the impacts of social 
responsibility on the stakeholders and the concerns of King Slide’s management 
through questionnaire analysis. In order to help the company to gain a deeper 
understanding of the concerns of stakeholders to facilitate short, medium, and long-
term improvement policies.

Identification and Communication 
with Stakeholders

 4.

98%
EvaluationDomestic Suppliers

98% 100%
Suppliers

97.5%
�

•Customer satisfaction 
     98%

•The ratio of suppliers   
     whom we have 
     cooperated with for 
     more than three years is 
     about 97.5% of the total 
     number of suppliers.

•98% of total 
    procurement comes 
    from domestic 
    suppliers.

•100% completion 
     rate of the audit 
     evaluation from 
     major suppliers.

Satisfaction 
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04. Identification and Communication with Stakeholders

4.1 Identification and Communication

4.1.2 Communication channels for Stakeholders

4.1.1 Identification of Stakeholders
     In order to fulfill the commitment to stakeholders, respect and protect their legitimate 
rights and interests, King Slide has set up various communication and appeal channels. 
Uphold the principle of integrity, timely, appropriate handling, and active responses, 
we discuss internally with all relative departments through the CSR promotion team, to 
identify six types of stakeholders with reference to the types of stakeholders identified in 
the industry.

Employees

Shareholders

Suppliers

Community 
residents

Government 
agencies

Customers

Diagram of Stakeholders

Stakeholders Communication channels Frequency

Employees

1. Report at the department meeting.
2. The proposition shall be made in 
     writing by the official forms or proposals 
     according to the reward programs.   
3. Labor meetings are held on a regular 
    basis through representatives elected by 
    all employees.
4.Exams are taken on a voluntary basis,   
    removing influence from a third party. 
5. New employee questionnaire.
6. Organize meetings for foreign workers 
     on a regular basis.
 7. Telephone, fax, e-mail, and suggestion 
      box for complaints.
 8. Sexual Harassment Complaint 
      Management Committee.
 9. CSR questionnaire survey.

‧Weekly
‧Immediately

‧Quarterly

‧Yearly

‧Monthly
‧Twice a month

‧Immediately

‧Immediately

‧Yearly

Stakeholders Communication channels Frequency

Government 
agencies

1. Actively participate in meetings 
    organized by the competent authority.
2. Operation of the management system, 
     identification of regulations, and fines.
3. Official document exchanges, project 
     seminars, and public information. 
4. CSR questionnaire survey.

‧Immediately

‧Immediately

‧Immediately

‧Yearly

Customers

1. Online service mailbox.
2. Customer satisfaction survey.
3. Customer visits by the sales 
     department.
4. Customer RBA assessment.  
5. CSR questionnaire survey.

‧Immediately
‧Yearly
‧Immediately

‧Once a year
‧Yearly

  4.1 Communication and Identification
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04. Identification and Communication with Stakeholders

Stakeholders Communication channels Frequency

Suppliers

1. CSR questionnaire survey.
2. Supplier/contractor complaint  
     hotline, fax, electronic communication 
     platform, or e-mail.
3. Supplier assessment and interviews.

‧Yearly
‧Immediately

‧Immediately

Shareholders

1. Publication of the Group’s financial 
     report.
2. Investor conference held by King Slide
3. The Group hold shareholders' 
     meetings on a regular basis.
4. Investor Relations Mailbox of the 
     Group (ir@kingslide.com).
5. CSR questionnaire survey.

‧Quarterly

‧Immediately
‧Yearly

‧Immediately

‧Yearly

4.1.3 Identification of major issues
     In order to adopt and take reference to the opinions and feedback from 
stakeholders, we collect the suggestions from various stakeholders in the daily 
operation. Through indirect and open channels, internal surveys and statistical 
analysis, we are able to identify the concerns of various stakeholders and present 
these issues in the report. With the goal of achieving effective negotiation with 

Stakeholders Communication channels Frequency

Community 
residents

1. Actively participate in various 
     festivals, temple fairs, etc. to maintain 
     a harmonious relationship with the 
     community.
2. CSR questionnaire survey.

‧Immediately

‧Yearly

Process of identification of major issues

• Identify stakeholders of King Slide.
• Summarize and list sustainability issues according to GRI Standards.

• Collect the concerns of stakeholders through questionnaires, daily 
      communication records (customer requirements), media news, etc.

• Sort issues based on the economy/society/environment according 
      to the level of interest of stakeholders and the impact on each issue.

• Set a major threshold (in the first quadrant), identify the important 
      issues for 2021, and confirm the boundary of the period.

•Gathering Issues on 
    sustainability

•Investigating major issues

•Analyzing major issues

•Determining major issues

stakeholders, it is necessary to identify the concerns of stakeholders through a systematic way. Therefore, the members of the CSR Report Implementation Committee 
identified the major issues of interest to stakeholders through the analysis process as the main content of the report information disclosure. In this report, a total of 25 
sustainability issues were summarized for major issue analysis. The analysis process is as follows:

    King Slide identifies the concerns of interested parties through surveys. The survey subjects are 
the major stakeholders of King Slide that including Employees, Government agencies, Customers, 
Suppliers, Shareholders, and Community residents. In terms of employees, employee representatives 
from various departments are invited to fill out the questionnaires. In terms of external stakeholders, 
we invite representatives of organizations from each category to fill out the questionnaires. In order 
to extend the collection of stakeholders' concerns about King Slide’s promotion of CSR, in 2021 we 
adopted an online questionnaire and invite stakeholders to fill out the questionnaire for further 
analysis. Among them, the external stakeholders accounted for 31% of the total responses.

Proportion of recalled 
questionnaires 

from major 
stakeholders

69%

2%

Community residents

Employees

Government agencies

Suppliers/contractors

Customers

Shareholders

3%

3%

2%
8%

15%

  4.1 Communication and Identification
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04. Identification and Communication with Stakeholders

    From the questionnaire, King Slide gains deeper understanding in the extent 
of social stakeholders’ comprehension of King Slide. By collecting valuable 
information, we can further consolidate the concept of sustainable management, 
and fulfill its due social responsibilities to ensure the support and practice of the 
Company's entire staff team.

    According to the analysis process of major issues, the issues of the Group's 2021 
CSR report are as follows. In addition to the disclosure and response in the report, 
the Group will use this as the focus of communication and improvement. King Slide 
adopts the concept of PDCA to formulate the management policy, and regularly 
evaluates the effectiveness of the management policy.

Level of impact on the management

•Environmental management

•Green products

•Public Welfare

•Ecological conservation

•Financial subsidies

•Environmental expenditure

•Fair competition

•Compliance with the law
•Talent cultivation
•Occupational health and safety
•Quality and safety
•Anti-corruption
•Labor relationship
•Wage and benefits
•Human Rights
•Operation risk management
•Financial information
•Human Rights education
•Customer satisfaction

•Water Resource

•Corporate governance

•Energy management

•Supply Chain Management

•Political donation

•Greenhouse gas reduction

Topics Ranking of impact on the 
management

Ranking 
of the 

concerns of 
Management

Ranking of the 
concerns of 

Stakeholders

Sustainable 
economic 
growth

Corporate 
governance 16 21

Operation risk 
management 1 11

Compliance with the law 1 1

Financial subsidies 24 15

Financial information 11 8
Supply Chain 
Management 16 24

Environmental 
sustainability

Greenhouse gas reduction 13 21

Water Resource 16 20
Environmental 
management 16 18

Environmental expenditure 21 19

Energy management 16 23

Green products 14 12

Ecological conservation 21 14

Social 
sustainability

Wage and benefits 6 10

Talent cultivation 3 5

Labor relationship 7 3

Human rights 3 7

Human rights education 9 9
O c c u p a t i o n a l  h e a l t h  a n d 
safety 7 6

Customer satisfaction 12 2

Quality and safety 3 13

Anti-corruption 9 4

Social charity 15 16

Political donation 25 25

Fair competition 23 17

  4.1 Communication and Identification
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04. Identification and Communication with Stakeholders

Aspects Major Issues
Corresponding 

Chapters
Name of Chapter Page

Economy

Compliance with the 
law

2.2.2
3.1
4.3.6
4.3.8

‧Awards received by the Company
‧Current company governance
‧Signing of the Environmental Safety and Health Policy, RBA Guidelines, and 
    Corporate Social Responsibility Commitment
‧Signing of an environmental certificate that guarantees no prohibited/
    restricted substances

11
20
39
39

Operation risk 
management

3.4 ‧Risk Management 26

Financial information 2.2.4 ‧2021 Annual Operation Report 14

Society

Talent Cultivation 5.2 ‧Staff training and development 45

Occupational health 
and safety

6 ‧Occupational safety and health management 54

Quality and safety 2.4 ‧Product safety and health 17

Anti-corruption 3.3 ‧Ethics and code of conduct 25

Labor relationship
5.1
5.3

‧Employee relations
‧Employee benefits

41
48

Wage and benefits
5.1
5.3

‧Employee relations
‧Employee benefits

49
48

Human rights 5.3.2 ‧Labor relationship and employment 49

Human rights 
education

5.2 ‧Staff training and development 48

Customer 
satisfaction

4.2 ‧Sustainable business relationship with customers
34

4.1.4 Response to common concerns
     In this 25-item questionnaire, we found that the stakeholders of social responsibility and King Slide share certain common concerns. The content response is as follows.

  4.1 Communication and Identification
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1. Protect intellectual property rights so that customers can enjoy the reliable products designed by King Slide.
2. Non-disclosure Agreements for confidential information on customer-related business privacy.
3. Obtained certifications from international organizations including RBA, AEO, ISO, OHSAS and QC080000. This confirms that King Slide has high-
     standard of production technology processes and quality management capabilities to ensure that the products delivered to customers contain stable 
     quality and meet the delivery lead-time.
4. Arrange training and planning to cultivate international professional talents to provide customers with outstanding product information and design. 
5. With online information resources, we provide customers with 24/7 global customer service.

1. King Slide regularly implements a [Customer Satisfaction Survey] on a semi-annual or annual basis. The survey includes:    
    ‧The ranking of importance of quality, products, delivery lead-time, technology, and services for customers.
    ‧The score of quality, products, delivery lead-time, technology, and services that King Slide provides to customers
         We conduct customers’ satisfaction assessment and collect replies of all aspects for further analyses and reviews, in order to respond to and 
         implement improvement measures to increase customer satisfaction.
2. Set up customer communication and quality maintenance system
3. Solve the customer complains promptly and improve customer satisfaction according to the customer complaint handling procedure.

1. We aim to strengthen our brand reputation in the market through the improvement of overall customer service satisfaction. Therefore, we consolidate 
     our long-term business relationship with our customers and strive for opportunities to expand the business relationship with new customers.
2. We increase the overall customer satisfaction objective to 100% covering customer service, quality, delivery lead-time and technical service.

2021 customer satisfaction: 98%

2021 implementation results

Objectives and targets

Actions taken
  4.2 Sustainable Business with Customers

Policies and commitment

GUARANTEE

‧Over the 30 years of operation, King Slide has been continuously developing and innovating products and production technology. We combine our 
    professionalism with customers' products to increase product quality and enhance our brand impression and image in the global market.
‧King Slide continues to grow and dedicates on innovation. As we are focused on the market dynamics of our customers, we become strategic partners    
    with customers aiming deeper understanding in customer and market demands. Meanwhile, the robustness of customers will simultaneously drive  
    the growth of King Slide.
‧King Slide takes great value in the feedback of customers, pays attention to all valuable opinions of theirs and makes corresponding improvements, 
    as we believe customer satisfaction reflects their acknowledgement for King Slide. This is the reason why customers continue to choose King Slide as 
    a business partner.

4.2 Sustainable Business Relationship with Customers

Significance for King Slide

Customer Service Management Policy

https://www.kingslide.com
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4.2.2 Customer communication and quality maintenance system

Customer satisfaction 
improves

100%

Procedure for 
handling customer 

complaints

1.Customer complaints
1

2

3

4

52.Customer service

4.Prompt reply to 
    customers

5.Customers

3.Team review
 

Complaints

Service

 Review

 Reply 

Customers
Survey

Internal review 
and 

improvement
100%

customer
satisfaction

King Slide conducts customers surveys on different quality issues 
in order to understand the concern in multiple aspects, and to 

enhance improvement and increase customer satisfaction.

4.2.1 Customer satisfaction
    King Slide has outstanding and precise product 
design and technical capabilities. We continue to 
research, develop, and challenge the industry's design 
technology, and develop new products constantly. 
King Slide also actively cultivates international-
level professionals and provides 24/7 customer 
service. The certifications issued by international 
organizations such as RBA, AEO, ISO, OHSAS and 
QC080000 indicate that King Slide has substantial 
high-standard production technology and process 
capability and quality assurance. This proves that we 
have the ability to meet the requirements of customer 
in the stability of the products and quality. Meeting the 
needs of customers determines the key to long-term 
cooperation with customers.

Customer 
satisfaction

Stable and accurate 
delivery lead-time

Innovative and 
user-friendly 

products

Excellent 
quality

Professional 
service

International 
certificates

Excellent 
precision 
technical 

ability
Asia

Oceania

Central 
and 

South America

North 
America Europe

Antarctica

It is the mission of King Slide to provide 24/7 service to customers around the world.

TAIWAN

  4.2 Sustainable Business with Customers
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4.2.3 Customer privacy and confidentiality

4.2.4 Customer relations and external sales

    King Slide values customer privacy and intellectual property rights. Both parties, King Slide and the customer, enter non-disclosure agreements to protect customers’ 
confidential information. In order to prevent the leakage of confidential information, the content of the agreement clearly states the content, use, rights of the revealing party 
(including the collection, use, storage, correction, return, deletion, etc.) of the confidential information, the non-disclosure period, the method, and the third-party disclosure 
policy that ensure King Slide’s employees take their due responsibility in protecting the confidentiality of the customers when carrying out their business. In 2021, no use 
of customer information for secondary purposes, and no violation of customer privacy rights or loss of customer information that have harmed the rights and interests of 
customers.

    In order to create a channel for direct face-to-face communication with customers and the public, the sales department regularly visits customers or participates in trade 
shows to increase exposure and demonstrate the competitiveness of Taiwan’s industry. King Slide regularly participates trade shows in the United States (KBIS/AWFS/IWF), 
the United Kingdom (KBB), Interzum in Germany, China, Taiwan, Indonesia, Russia, Vietnam, Dubai and other regions related to building materials activities to develop and 
maintain customer relationships.
    In 2021, we participated exhibitions in China (Beijing/Guangzhou/Shanghai), Taipei Building Show, and on-line Interzum@Home. The key products we exhibited were 
the "SIMLEAD Series" of drawer box system, "9252 three-stage adjustable soft closing hinge", "Ulead under-mount soft close drawer slide" 1J series, etc. Applicable for the 
home furniture, commercial office, and medical space. The advantages and performance of the product can highlight its importance from the application of technology, life 
safety and fashion style. Leading the trend of world innovation and making consumers feel that they have King Slide products are a safe investment in hardware compatible 
technology. Knowing that drawer slides/hinge performance is critical, King Slide hardware must be designated to be used in the cabinets. In response to the impact of the 
epidemic, we continue to operate official social platforms, increase product exposure and official website traffic through content sharing, and improve eService & business 
platform content, allowing customers to obtain information and services anytime, anywhere.

2021 China Guangzhou Interzum

2021 China Shanghai KBC Show

2021 China Beijing Building Show

2021 Taipei Building Show

  4.2 Sustainable Business with Customers
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2021 Taipei Building Show

4.3 Partners
    King Slide has always regarded suppliers as partners and is committed to maintain 
long-term cooperation with them. King Slide continues to cultivate long-term and stable 
cooperation with suppliers to jointly establish a sustainable supply chain. The proportion 
of suppliers of more than 3-year business dealings with the Company accounted for about 
97.5% of the total number of suppliers in 2021.
    We take into account the quality, delivery lead-time and cost of supplier products. In 
addition, we have also included environmental issues, human rights, RBA and other issues 
in the supplier’s corporate social assessment, urging suppliers’ improvement in aspects 
including safety and health, human rights and friendly environment. We expect suppliers 
to perform their due social responsibility together with King Slide, as well as to continue 
the risk management and operation, combining the concept of green procurement in the 
future.

Supply chain development strategy
1. Promote the integration of King Slide global suppliers to increase procurement efficiency
2.Incorporate human rights and environmental indicators through supplier management 
    to build a green supply chain.
3.Reinforce local procurement to reduce the environmental footprint and to enhance local 
    community economic development.

97.5%

1%
1.5%

0.0%

1 year Below

1-2 years

2-3 years

Over 3 year

【 Proportion chart of 2021 suppliers】

  4.3 Partners

4.3.1 Supply chain risk management
    In 2021, our domestic procurements have exceeded 98%. In addition to 
constantly strengthen the proportion of local purchases, we have provided 
more domestic employment opportunities through localization. Moreover, 
we have committed to the communication and coordination of each 
business unit such as procurement, materials and quality. The Company 
holds discussions from time to time to reduce the risks of supply chain 
and enhance supply chain effectiveness. We also formulate annual plans 
to check implementation progress quarterly. Our audit team periodically 
inspects the business partner's safety measure in January every year in 
accordance with the “Regulations for Business Partner Safety Management.” 
The team also keeps the "List of Business Partner" up to date to ensure 
the written certification documents of the business partners are within the 
validity period. In addition, we have scheduled an annual audit plan based 
on the business partner's risk rating after evaluation. Through supplier 
evaluation, we constantly assist suppliers to improve in terms of quality, 
delivery lead-time, environmental awareness, ensure compliance with laws 
and regulations, obtain certification and assure factory safety.
    King Slide’s supply chain risk management has always been a part of 
our competitiveness. Under the trend of globalization, any major natural 
disaster or accident in the world may affect the Company. The supply chain 
risks that we are focused on includes many aspects. We request suppliers 
to provide appropriate plans, procedures and activities such as carrying 
out relevant audit operation plans to deal with potential natural or human 
threats including fires, earthquakes, typhoons, floods, leakage of hazardous 
substances, power outages, shortage of utility supplies, contamination 
of products, large returns from customers, shortage of key raw materials, 
strikes, intimidation or attack by violence, outbreaks of infectious diseases 
and the interruption of information services. Meanwhile, we continuously 
looking for alternative suppliers and material sources, collecting industry 
information and market surveys to manage all potential risks. 

96%
Domestic suppliers

98%

Overseas suppliers

2%

【Proportion of 2021 purchase amount】
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4.3.2 Assists suppliers to improve on delivery lead-time and product quality

4.3.3 Supplier evaluation team

4.3.4 Supplier evaluation

    King Slide works closely with raw material suppliers to obtain inventory information, thus making the raw material supply inventory transparent. After the global economic 
recession, King Slide and suppliers reviewed the issue of lack of flexibility and effectiveness. By working together to achieve more improvement and gradually moved towards 
the goal of establishing a smart supply chain through system. We work with suppliers to build a robust and lean supply chain, which not only reduces the risk of disruption of 
raw material supply, but also avoids excess production.
    The supplier assessment focuses mainly on lead time and product quality of the suppliers, and the results are sent to the suppliers. King Slide also works closely with 
suppliers to improve their shortcomings and holds meetings when necessary. In some special projects, through open communication meetings, suppliers can also receive 
special technical support from King Slide. In terms of accounts payable, King Slide has established good cooperation and trust between suppliers. According to the 2021 
annual report of King Slide shareholders’ meeting, the payment period for purchasing raw materials is 30 to 90 days. We have established financial risk management policies 
to ensure that all payables are paid off within the pre-agreed credit period. All payment schedules were carried out in accordance with the contract and trading conditions 
stipulated by both parties, and 100% no payables were delayed.

    In accordance with the provisions of the “Regulations for Subcontractors and Contractors Management," King Slide has established a supplier evaluation team from 
relevant departments such as procurement, quality assurance, environmental safety, general management, and supplier management. The team regularly manages the 
compliance of major suppliers and outsourced HR contractors with the RBA Code requirements.

    King Slide regularly reviews and formulates supplier audit plans, and the topics include labor human rights, health and safety, environmental, ethical and management 
system when carry out supplier audit evaluations. If any supplier is found to breach the regulations, we advise the supplier and assist its correction and improvement. In 2021, 
King Slide launched and completed the fourth major supplier audit evaluation.
In addition to mandatory improvement within a specific period of time and follow-up checks, King Slide also provides consultation for suppliers and enhances suppliers’ 
willingness to improve.

• Labor human rights
•  Health and safety
• Environment
• Ethics
• Management system

Supplier evaluation team

Annual on-site 
assessment of major 
suppliers

Suppliers of all relevant 
materials for production

Management Target Management unit

Assessment itemsManagement 
Approach

RBA 
assessment

 for suppliers
Instruction to improve and 
follow-up on suppliers 

Remove from the list of 
qualified suppliers

> 71 points

50 -70 points

Increase in purchase 
volume recommended

Request an optimization 
of supplier management 

Qualified suppliers

< 49 points Suspend all transaction

Low
 risk

H
igh risk
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4.3.6 Signing of the 
environmental safety and 
health policy, RBA guidelines, 
and corporate social 
responsibility commitment

4.3.7 Investigation on conflict 
minerals

4.3.8 Sign declaration that 
guarantee no prohibited/
restricted substances

    To focus and practice CSR deeply, King Slide 
invites suppliers to work together on protection 
of human dignity and basic human rights. When 
evaluating a supplier,  we communicate with 
and require the supplier to comply with the 
Company's environmental  safety and health 
policy, international environmental protection 
conventions, environmental safety and health laws 
and regulations, RBA guidelines and corporate social 
responsibility commitment. As of 2021, we had 
achieved 100% commitment.

    For conflict mineral issues King Slide has developed 
a questionnaire, and requires suppliers to investigate 
the supply chain to ensure that gold (Au), tantalum 
(Ta), tungsten (W), cobalt (Co), and tin (Sn) were not 
obtained through anarchy, illegal groups, exploration 
in mining areas in the conflict zone of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, and illegal smuggling.

    To be compliance with international directives, King 
Slide requires its suppliers to ensure that during the 
manufacturing, packaging, storage, transportation 
processes,  a l l  matters  shal l  comply with the 
international environmental regulations. As well as 
meeting the controlled substances listed in the current 
domestic laws and regulations, and the hazardous 
substance control standards listed in the King Slide 
specifications.

4.3.5 Suppliers Guidance and Audit management
    King Slide emphasizes on a win-win situation with suppliers through mutual understanding and cooperation. Therefore, in terms of supplier management, we conduct a 
multi-evaluation for suppliers based on customer requirements, laws, regulations, and international trends, including supplier guidance, promotion, and auditing.
In addition to the quality, cost, delivery lead-time, technical capabilities and services that are generally valued by the industry, with the growing importance of social 
responsibility, King Slide has extended the scope of assessment to green products and corporate social responsibility. The scope of the assessment corresponds to the 
requirements of King Slide for supply chains, including the establishment of management systems such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, RBA. Through multi-faceted 
assessments, we ensure that our suppliers can specifically respond to important supply chain issues, such as environmental friendly design of products, process that meets 
environmental conditions and operating requirements, restrictions on hazardous substances, child labor bans, protection of employees' rights, workplace safety, working 
hours, basic salary and non-discrimination etc.
    In addition, King Slide ensures that suppliers do not violate employees’ rights to freedom of association and collective bargaining, and prohibit child labor through supplier 
audit counseling. No violations were found in 2021.

  4.3 Partners
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King Slide regards all employees as a family and the foundation for the Company's 
sustainable development. Under the principle of benefit-sharing, we provide 
competitive salary and benefits, welfare, and a friendly workplace for the entire staff.

Employee relation and social 
contribution 5.

Cultivate talents Testing boothDonation

Non 1.09
times 

�

100%
parental leave

22000
hours

•0 cases of human 
     rights violation, 
     corruption, and 
     discrimination

•The standard salary of 
     entry-level employees was 
     1.09 times higher than the 
      local minimum salary.

•Industry-academy coop
     eration with schools 
     nearby to cultivate 
     talents.

•Donated a positive 
     pressure testing 
     booth

•Donated daily 
     necessities to local 
     disadvantaged 
     groups.

Food Boxes

•Donated “Food Boxes” to 
     disadvantaged families 
     every month.

•The retention rate for  
     those who applied for 
     parental leave was   
     100%

•More than 22,000   
     training hours in total.
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05. Employee Relations and Social Feedback

King Slide has excellent employees who go further and develop together. We regard employees as our most important asset and the 
cornerstone of our sustainable growth.

1. We offer all employees a comprehensive remuneration system and welfare.
2. Diverse employee enrichment courses.
3. Smooth grievance mechanism
4. Friendly workplace.

1. The Remuneration Committee discusses the adjustment of minimum salary and the extent of adjustment every year based on 
     economic indicators such as price index.
2. The Company arranges training according to personal career development, skill requirements, and performance evaluation results. 
     The content of trainings includes personal rights, pre-employment/on-job training, occupational safety, labor laws, anti-corruption, 
     anti-discrimination, respect for intellectual property rights, and prohibition of insider trading.
3. We have set up internal/external complaint hotlines and e-mail, and on-site suggestion boxes to hear our employees' suggestions. We   
     also remind our employees where to find these sources.
4. King Slide strongly encourages employees to take parental leaves. After their returns, the employees will continue the old post in the 
     same unit without differential treatment.

1. 0 cases of human rights violations and discrimination
2. Close all complaint cases, 100% resolved.

1. 0 cases of human rights violations, corruption, and discrimination in 2021.
2. Grievance cases were 100% resolved in 2021.

5.1 Employee relations

2021 performance

Goal and purpose

Actions taken

Significance for the Group

Policies and promises

GUARANTEE

5.1 Employee Relations

Employee relations management policies
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05. Employee Relations and Social Feedback

    King Slide regards employees as our most important assets, and employees are the cornerstone of our sustainable growth. We offer them a comprehensive remuneration 
system, welfare, and a safe and healthy workplace environment. We discuss the adjustment of minimum salary and the extent of adjustment every year based on economic 
indicators such as price index, and let our committee decide if we should raise the minimum salary, to create a win-win situation for the Company and the employees.

【2021 King Slide’s minimum salary vs. local minimum salary】 【Ratio between 2021 average salary】

【2021 Employee count and distribution】

King Slide Works King Slide Technology

男     女 男  女

Management level 1.20 1 1.04 1

Direct employees 1.10 1 1.07 1

Indirect employees 1.21 1 1.11 1

    The core value of King Slide's remuneration system is to ensure that employees can devote themselves to their professional duties on a stable basis. In line with the 
spirit of payment per the Labor Standards Law, after deduction of due taxes and statutory appropriations at the end of the year, if the Company has a surplus, we share the 
surplus with all employees with the concept of sharing with all employees. In addition, the salary of employees is determined by factors such as their experience, academic 
qualifications, and personal professional ability. There is no differentiated treatment due to differences in ethnicity, color, age, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity 
and expression, race or nationality, disability, pregnancy, belief, political position, group background, veteran status, protected genetic information, or marital status, etc.
The salary and working conditions of each employee are in full compliance with the labor-related laws and regulations and the standards of international human rights 
conventions. The standard starting salary of entry-level employees is higher than the local minimum wage, and the salary of men and women is equal. The salary rate is 
average without being abnormally high or low.

5.1.1 Employee structure and distribution
    The employees of King Slide in 2021 are classified according to the 
employment contract. The majority are full-time employees accounting 
for more than 60%. To fulfill corporate social responsibility and cultivate 
more talents, we actively cooperate with many universities of science 
and technology and technical schools in the southern region, help 
students acquire practical skills, which are useful in their studies, as well 
as accumulate work experience. Considering the flexibility of business 
management, we sign short-term contracts with part of our direct labor.
In 2021, our total number of employees was 1,503, which was a slight 
increase compared with the previous years. 74 were at the management/
supervisor level, accounting for 4.9% of all employees. The total number 
of indirect employees was 241, accounting for 16%. The total number of 
direct employees was 1,188, accounting for 79%.
    It can be seen from the age category in the table that most of our 
employees are under the age of 40. As a majority of our labor consists 
of intern students and short-term work-students, where the salary 
and requirements of theirs are not high, the age distribution of our 
employees leans toward younger employees.

King Slide Works King Slide Technology

Male Percentage Female Percentage Male Percentage Female Percentage

By 

employment 

contract

Full-time 225 35.5% 212 33.4% 263 30.3% 263 30.3%

Foreign 
workers

116 18.3% 0 0% 148 17% 0 0%

Industry-
academic 

cooperation 
students

1 0.2% 0 0% 24 2.8% 1 0.1%

People with 
disabilities

6 0.9% 2 0.3% 5 0.6% 4 0.5%

Term 
contract

29 4.6% 43 6.8% 91 10.5% 70 8.1%

King Slide Works King Slide 
Technology

The ratio of  male employees’ 
minimum salaries vs. the local 
minimum salary

1.09 1.09

The ratio of female employees’ 
minimum salaries vs. the local 
minimum salary

1.09 1.09

5.1 Employee Relations
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King Slide Works King Slide Technology

Male Percentage Female Percentage Male Percentage Female Percentage

By 

rank

Management 31 4.9% 11 1.7% 27 3.1% 5 0.6%

Direct 
employee

269 42.4% 196 30.9% 427 49.1% 296 34.1%

Indirect 
employee

77 12.1% 50 7.9% 77 8.9% 37 4.3%

By 

age

≦ 30 127 20% 77 12.1% 290 33.4% 121 13.9%

31~40 147 23.2% 75 11.8% 164 18.9% 115 13.2%

41~50 77 12.1% 82 12.9% 65 7.5% 83 9.6%

>50 26 4.1% 23 3.6% 12 1.4% 19 2.2%

All employees 377 59.5% 257 40.5% 531 61.1% 338 38.9%

【Bar Chart of 2021 Employee count】

【 2021 new employee age distribution 】

【2021 Education level distribution】

0
50

100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450

≦
 30

30~40

41~50

> 50

King Slide Works - male King Slide Works - female
King Slide Technology - male King Slide Technology - female

By rank By ageBy employment contract

Full-tim
e

Foreign w
orkers

Industry-academ
ic 

cooperation 
students

People w
ith 

disabilities

Term
 contract

M
anagem

ent

Direct em
ployee

Indirect
em

ployee

Items
King Slide Works King Slide Technology

Male (%) Female (%) Male (%) Female (%)

Master and above 3.6 1.3 2.4 1.0

University (incl. 
Tech. College)

25.2 20.0 31.2 17.0

High school & 
Vocational school

28.5 14.8 25.8 15.7

Middle school and 
below

2.1 4.4 1.7 5.2

    The above table shows that employees who hold a master’s degree 
accounts for 4.1% of all employees, college and bachelor’s degree 
accounts for 47%, and high school or below accounts for 42.2%. 
Most of our employees hold a bachelor's degree (including technical 
colleges) partly because the university has gradually become the 
standard education level in Taiwan, and we require a higher standard 
for our management level and indirect employees. The second highest 
education level is high school and vocational schoolbecause it is not 
necessary for the production lines.

5.1.2 Retention
    Looking at retention rate with respect to age, we found out that 
older employees have higher stability, and turnover rate is, therefore, 
the highest among the employees aged under 40. The younger the 
employees, the higher the turnover rate. This is similar to many other 
businesses. The employee turnover rate in this report does not include 
employees who are employed for less than three months.

Items
King Slide Works King Slide Technology

Male (%) Female (%) Male (%) Female (%)

≦ 30 36.6 32.9 43.1 34.4

31~40 9.8 9.8 5.2 6.3

41~50 3.7 6.3 2.6 6.3

>50 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.2

5.1 Employee Relations
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【 2021 age distribution of employees who left their work 】

【 Status of maternity leave application】

    King Slide strongly encourages staff to take no-pay maternity leaves. Per the Act of Gender Equality in Employment and the implementation rules for no-pay maternity 
leaves, all employees, after the first six months of working, are eligible for applying the leave before their children reach the age of three for no more than two years. After 
returning, the employee will continue the old post in the same unit without differential treatment.

Items
King Slide Works King Slide Technology

Male (%) Female (%) Male (%) Female (%)

≦ 30 37.7 17.5 39.1 30.5

31~40 17.5 12.3 15.0 8.2

41~50 2.6 11.4 0.9 5.0

>50 0 0.9 0.9 0.5

Items
King Slide Works King Slide Technology

Male Percentage (%) Female Percentage (%) Subtotal Male Percentage (%) Female Percentage (%) Subtotal

The actual number of employees applied for 
maternity leave in 2021

0 0.0 5 100.0 5 1 14.3 6 85.7 7

Expected number of reinstated employees 
after maternity leave in 2021

0 0.0 5 100.0 5 1 20.0 4 80.0 5

The actual number of reinstated employees 
after maternity leave in 2021

0 0.0 4 100.0 4 1 25.0 3 75.0 4

Number of reinstated employees worked 
for more than 1 year after maternity leave in 
2020

0 0.0 2 100.0 2 0 0.0 5 100.0 5

  Reinstatement rate (%) - 80.0 - 100.0 75.0 -

  Retention rate (%) - 100.0 - - 100.0 -

Description:
Reinstatement rate = Actual number of reinstated employees after maternity leave in 2021 / Expected number of reinstated employees after maternity leave in 2021 × 100%
Retention rate = Number of reinstated employees worked for more than 1 year after maternity leave in 2020 / Actual number of reinstated employees after maternity leave in 2020 × 100%

5.1 Employee Relations
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5.2 Staff Training and Development

5.2.1 Training

    King Slide stresses the importance to talent developments, continuously 
strives to improve professional skills, and provides a systematic learning 
system, altogether promotes our employees to take learning initiative and 
encourages supervisors to provide assistance to simultaneously enhance our 
competitiveness and help our employees to develop. Career development is 
evaluated by the diverse learning courses, aided by on-the-job-training and 
different levels of learning, all covered by the performance management.

Multiple training channels

Knowledge management platform

Professional certificate training

On-the-job training scholarship

Industry-Academy cooperation

Supervisor training

Expatriate training

Professional technical 
training

Newcomer training

Direct personnel training

Supervisor training

The courses develop a training plan for the management and leadership skills required by section supervisors or above, in order to 
enhance the ability of leadership, to play the role of communication and coordination, to cultivate the ability of decision and strategy 
making.
This includes basic level supervisor courses, middle and high-level supervisor courses, and other strategic leadership camps.

Expatriate training The supervisors acknowledge and designate regular employees to participate in expatriate training or take a certification exam and to 
enhance the abilities related to job responsibilities.   

Professional technical 
training

Courses are arranged in accordance with company policies, duty requirements, and career development demands of employees.
The course includes various fields such as process, equipment, operations management, quality assurance, information, research and 
development, management, finance, human resources, etc. (including RBA, AEO, TIPS, and human rights training sessions).
The Company hires external esteemed lecturers to deliver lectures in corporate classes to enhance professional knowledge and skills.

Direct employee 
training

The Company aims to help employees grow and possess the ability to face new challenges and promotions.
The course enhances teamwork, interactive skills of interpersonal communication, environmental safety awareness and self-
development, including work safety precautions, production line quality awareness, and proposal systems, emergency rescue and 
human injury prevention, and promotion and implementation of 5S in the factory. We also provide training and courses for on-site 
workers and instructors to cultivate the working abilities of team leaders.

New employee 
training

The courses provide systematic pre-employment training for newcomers to familiarize themselves with the basic knowledge and 
skills as soon as possible. These are completed 1 day to 1 month courses that cover the corporate introduction, future technology 
development, quality policy, environmental safety, and the introduction of all management certificates we received.

【Description of Employee Training Categories】

5.2 Staff Training and Development

Type Description 

【 Diagram of employee training】
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5.2.2 Rich employee learning activities
    King Slide arranges training according to personal career development and 
job needs, and performance evaluation results. The content of the training also 
includes human rights and such as self-rights, occupational safety, and labor laws. 
The focus of the training in 2019 is to carry out pre-employment and on-the-job 
training for new recruits in all units of the manufacturing department to strengthen 
our basic production functions and knowledge delivery and hopes that employees 
will apply the practical lessons learned to the production details. Our education 
and training are mainly specialized subjects in the skill category, with a focus on 
depth. Other types of general education courses, such as management and those 
that widen views, to cultivate management personnel and explore future potential 
management talent. Most courses are based on internal training, supplemented 
by necessary external training. In addition, newcomers receive training that 

【2021 number of participants and training hours of King Slide Works】 【2021 number of participants and training hours of King Slide Technology】

Items Gender
Number of participants Training hours (hr)

2021 2020 2021 2020

Management

Male 165 160 398 454.5

Female 42 28 108.5 146

Total 207 188 506.5 600.5

Indirect 

employee

Male 321 291 970 1050.5

Female 147 140 361.5 377.5

Total 468 431 1331.5 1428

Direct 

employee

Male 2838 3047 4905 5702.5

Female 546 719 1736 2187

Total 3384 3766 6641 7889.5

Total

Male 3324 3498 6273 7207.5

Female 735 887 2206 2710.5

Total 4059 4385 8479 9918

Items Gender
Number of participants Training hours (hr)

2021 2020 2021 2020

Management

Male 246 195 740.5 223

Female 12 15 49 50

Total 258 210 789.5 273

Indirect 

employee

Male 511 466 1297.5 268

Female 210 179 432.5 97

Total 721 645 1730 365

Direct 

employee

Male 2792 2978 8114 2163

Female 1352 1636 3825.5 1485

Total 4144 4614 11939.5 3648

Total

Male 3549 3639 10152 2654

Female 1574 1830 4307 1632

5123 5469 14459 4286

emphasizes on the first day of new pre-employment training that multi-faceted 
courses also promote anti-corruption, respect for intellectual property rights, and 
prohibit insider trading.  As of the publication of this report, there are no cases of 
corruption or bribery.
    In 2021, a total of more than 22,000 training hours was conducted by King 
Slide, a slight increase compared to previous year. If we look into the detail, the 
average training hours an employee received were 2.50 hours, in which each direct 
employee received 2.47 hours, each indirect employee received 2.57 hours, and 
each management level employee received 2.79 hours.

5.2 Staff Training and Development
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【2021 number of participants and training hours of King Slide Works】

0

5000

10000

15000

20000

Total management Total indirect employee Total direct employee

465 1189

7528

398
1076

8380

1296

3061.5

18580.5

1138
3094.2

17719.5

Number of 
participants 
in 2021

Number of 
participants 
in 2020

Training 
hours in 2021

Training 
hours in 2020

1 2

3 4

1. Management training session: TIPS Intellectual Property Management System
2. Professional technique training session: Enhancing the calendering of metal plate 
     thickness precision
3. Professional technique training session: Developing robot manipulator and its 
    application
4. Professional technique training session: Excel practical application

Teacher’s Day electronic greeting cards delivered each year

5.2 Staff Training and Development
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5.2.3 Continuous improvement on training performance

5.3 Employee Benefits

5.3.1 Employee relation and development

     We use post-training questionnaires, summary reports, or quizzes to evaluate the effectiveness of the courses and give feedback to the lecturer. At the same time, we also 
improve the shortcomings of the course, so as to better utilize the software and hardware of the course and amplify the teaching effectiveness. King Slide conducts various 
types of training satisfaction surveys after classes, reviews and improves the courses based on the feedback from the students. The improvement includes the hardware 
environment, the content of the lectures, the quality of the teaching materials, the effectiveness of the lecturers, and learning aspects, so as to achieve the win-win goal of 
improving the employees' ability and improving the overall competitiveness of the Company.

    With the spirit of caring for employees, we actively promote good employee relations. Through a series of employee relationship programs, including measures such as 
labor relations and incentives, employee benefits and activities, employee communication, employee assistance, we aim to create a supportive environment for employee 
relations, the balance of work and life, and to promote productivity and job performance.

【Communication channels between the Company and our employees】

Muslim prayer’s room

Labor relations and rewards
•Regular labor-management meeting
•Labor dispute
•Employee suggestion channel
•Rewards and penalties
•Commendation to senior
     employees
•Proposal Improvement
    Committee

•Confidential communication 
     and compliant channel
•Intra-department communication

Employee 
communication •Structured on-the-job training   

     and mentor mechanism
•Various consulting services
•Emergency relief
•Wedding and funeral subsidy
•Nursing room/medical room
•Prayer’s room and Muslim 
     prayer’s room

Employee assistance

•Family day
•Gift vouchers for holiday    
     bonuses and birthday
•Employee travel
•Subsidy for department 
     dinner
•Employee health check-up
•Diverse hobby clubs
•Health promotion activities

Employee activities

Communication
 channels between 

the Company
 and our 

employees

5.3 Employee Benefits
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5.3.2 Employee relations and employment rights protectio
    King Slide attaches great importance to two-way communication and is committed to strengthening open and transparent communication channels between supervisors 
and their co-workers to promote the harmony between labor and management to create a win-win situation for both the Company and employees. The rights of all our 
regular employees are covered by the labor contract of both parties. To protect their rights to work, we follow accordingly to the government regulations. For occurrence 
that may affect our business operation, in turn affect our employees’ right to work, such events will be immediately announced on our internal webpage to ensure that the 
information is published. All necessary procedures and legal labor conditions are stated in the labor contract. In this 2021 report, no labor disputes have been reported.

‧Prohibition of child labor
King Slide complies with government labor laws and hires employees, regardless of race, age, gender, religion, 
nationality, and other factors. We have never hired child labor and will require manufacturers working with us to 
comply with the ban on child labor.

‧Regular labor-management meetings

The meetings are held every three months, and special meetings may be held if necessary. When signing the relevant 
labor contracts, the employees will be given a review period, and only provide the signed labor contract on the first 
day of work, and the same shall apply for a job transfer. In case of a notice period where a large number of employees 
are laid off, King Slide's stipulations regarding severance also fully comply with the Labor Standards Act. As of the 
publication of the report, our operations are in good condition and there is no relevant matter.

‧Salary assurance
King Slide attaches great importance to the salary and benefits of employees. Each year, we report relevant salaries to 
the Remuneration Committee through the market salary survey to evaluate the necessary salary adjustment amount 
and range. In addition to the operating status of the Company, the overall economic indicators and social aspects are 
also taken into consideration. The overall salary is higher than the legal minimum salary.

‧Employee grievance mechanism Employee opinion platform, employee relationship authority unit, employee suggestion boxes at each factory, e-mail 
mailbox for senior employees, are all conducted confidentially to ensure employee rights.

‧Intra-department communication 
    meetings

The meetings encourage that the heads of each unit should lay emphasis on the management of their teams, and 
make appropriate explanations to resolve unnecessary misunderstandings. If there are good suggestions or opinions, 
the opinions should also be reflected to the supervisors. The meetings are aimed to serve as a bridge for two-way 
communication.

‧Annual performance meeting
The Company conducts a performance assessment on its indirect employees every six months and direct staff once 
a month. In addition to self-examination of the progress and suitability of employees, department heads can also 
provide guidance or advice in a timely manner to achieve a win-win situation.

‧Grievance mailbox

Each factory has physical suggestion and complaint boxes and email boxes. When employees submit suggestions or 
complaints directly to senior management, the process is fully confidential. However, it is advised that the complainant 
should provide his or her name to facilitate the overall investigation of the complaint. If employees have comments 
or suggestions, this can also serve as a platform for reflection and communication. During the reporting period, the 
Company had no complaints.

‧Human rights emphasis

All new employees receive human rights education and training on the first day of work. King Slide prohibits 
discrimination based on ethnicity, color, age, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, nationality, 
disability, pregnant women, religion, political stand, groups of different background, veteran, protected genetic 
information, and marital status. The security personnel is outsourced personnel stationed in the Company. However, 
they are also requested to receive training in human rights. In addition to being required to comply with the Labor 
Standards Act, all employees must not violate human rights when performing duties. This is basic pre-employment 
training. As of the date of this report, there are no cases of human rights violations and human rights violations 
reported through official channels. At the same time, the working hours of all employees of the Company are subject 
to the upper limit set by law. We have formulated working rules in accordance with relevant Labor Standard Act and 
regulations, and have been approved by the competent authority, and announced to the employees. In addition to 
complying with local government laws and regulations, we also promise to abide by the RBA guidelines and the related 
policies, including the policy of no “conflict minerals.”

5.3 Employee Benefits
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【Flow chart of sexual harassment reporting】

‧Electronic bulletin board
Information is announced through the internal website and is available for inquiry. Information includes Company 
order announcements, personnel announcements, environmental safety announcements, education and training 
resources, and other types of employee supply stations.

‧Recruitment

In addition to the on-going recruitment of talents through the 104 Human Resource and 1111 Human Resource that 
possess the largest market share, King Slide also participates in school or regional employment expo. We have now 
appropriate talent reserves from R&D and manufacturing professionals to marketing specialists. We also commission 
external human resource agencies for additional manpower for greater flexibility and for timely needs.
Employees of King Slide raise their opinions through internal and external channels. As of the end of 2021, there were 
no responses or questions on the issue of human rights. Similar employee issues were also answered and resolved 
within 2 weeks, and all the cases were closed.

Not 
anonymous

Physical mailbox e-mail
complaint hotline
In-person consultation

Investigation
Committee

Reply of results 
and actions taken

Resolved record
President

5.3.3 employee activities
    Welfare measures of the Welfare Committee: The Welfare Committee organizes 
various activities every year, including the year-end party, family day, department 
dinner, employee travel, etc., so that employees can relieve their work pressure 
through these diverse and rich activities, and that employees can be acquainted 
with each other better, in order to promote loyalty to the Company. At the same 
time, the Welfare Committee also welcomes employee assemblies in accordance 
with the articles of the committee. We do not give unfavorable punishment for 
employees participating in associations. As long as it is beneficial to the body and 
mind of the community, the Welfare Committee welcomes the proposals of all 
kinds. In 2021, due to the COVID-19 pandemic that the CDC had limited the number 
of crowd gathering, the Welfare Committee cancelled all the activities and gave out 
vouchers instead.

2021 Online Year-end Bonus Draw

Children’s scholarships

5.3 Employee Benefits
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5.3.4 Catering
    I n  o r d e r  t o  m e e t  t h e  n e e d s  o f 
e m p l o y e e  m e a l s ,  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o 
providing rice warmer and microwave, 
for employees who bring their food to 
the Company. The employee canteen 
also provides nutritional, balanced, 
and diverse buffets every day through 
outsourced catering services that meet 
the certification standards. Because of 
the 2021 COVID-19 pandemic that had to 
reduce the chance of droplet infection, 
the original buffet style was changed 
to delicious bento boxes prepared by 
the central kitchen. The order that 
employees have lunch was also specially 
arranged: indirect employees would have lunch at their own desks and direct 
employees would take turn, with plastic plates blocking each side of the table, all 
to reduce the chance of contact. For vegetarians or those who prefer light meals, 
we also provide meals that are compliant and varied to meet the multiple taste 
enjoyment of employees.

Employee restaurant

5.3.5 Convenience
    The King Slide Works Plant is located at Houxiang Industrial Zone, Shun'an Road, 
Luzhu District. King Slide Technology is located in Kaohsiung Park, Southern Taiwan 
Science Park, Luzhu District, Kaohsiung City. The factory sites are next to Sun Yat-
sen Freeway for convenient commuting to the north or the south. The two factories 
are very close to each other and are conveniently located.
Coin-operated vending machines are set up in the public area of the factory area. At 
a preferential price lower than the market price, we provide employees with drinks 
or snacks to refresh them during their break time. The staff dining room is also 
equipped with rice warmer and a microwave oven, for our staff to store or heat their 
meals at any time.
    Commuting employees may apply for bicycle, motorcycle or car parking spaces. 
King Slide Technology factory spans over 46 hectares of land and has sufficient 
room for parking spaces. Thus we can meet the various needs of our employees. 
Employees who love sports may ride bicycles, enjoy the spacious roads and 
greenery in the factory areas, or they can take shuttle bus offered by the Kaohsiung 
Science Park of Southern Taiwan Science Park for free, and then just take a short 
walk to our location. Exercise, save energy and reduce carbon at the same time. 

Employees may drive to work on rainy days or if they live far away. The parking lot 
is large and is enough for cars. Non-local employees may apply for accommodation 
from the Kaohsiung Science Park of Southern Taiwan Science Park near the factory 
area. Less than one km away from the factory stand three new dormitory buildings, 
and employees can quickly return to their quiet and comfortable accommodation 
within five to ten minutes after work. The majority of employees in the park apply 
for a single room dormitory, which is about 7.5 pings (or 24.8 m2), which is fully 
furnished with furniture, televisions and refrigerators, and other living facilities. The 
monthly rent is about NT$ 5000. If employees wish to stay with their families, they 
can also choose a four-bedroom and two-living room dormitory with a total area 
of 36.6 pings (121 m2), which is fully furnished with a monthly rent of about NT$ 
13,000. This new accommodation building is very popular among employees along 
with an infant care center offered to the employees, who work in the Science Park, 
at an affordable price.

1 2

3 4

5 6

1-4. Spacious parking lot
5. Large vending machines with preferred employee price
6. Shuttle bus of the Science Park 

5.3 Employee Benefits
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Brand-new dormitory at Luzhu Science Park Infant care center of the Science Park

5.3.6 Enrichment
We organize internal and external training courses when necessary. We also provide 
bright and spacious training classrooms for employees to improve themselves. 
There is also a stepped audiovisual classroom with 100-people capacity in the office 
building of the factory so that employees can enhance their new knowledge in a 
comfortable environment.

Stepped audiovisual classroom in the office building 

5.4 Social Feedback and Participation
5.4.1 Public welfare participation
“From the society and for the society” is the spirit of King Slide to give back to 
society when we engage in public welfare activities.

【Daily necessities donation】
 King Slide donates 20 “Food Boxes” jointly with Andrew Charity Association every 
month. The donation is mainly aimed at the growth and development needs 
of children aged 4-15. The “Food Boxes,” which can be stored at regular room 

Social welfare contribution #1: Food donation to disadvantaged families. Employees 
participated to help packaging.

5.4 Social Feedback and Participation

temperature, contain staple food (white rice, noodles), non-staple food (milk 
powder, meat floss, canned meat and conditioning packages, cereals, brewing 
packages, preserved milk, nutrition biscuits) and inspirational publications, to care 
for children in poverty and hunger, hoping to help them pull through the difficult 
times.
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 5.4.2 Industry-academy cooperation and 
             business visits
    To give back to society, King Slide guarantees certain job openings for students, 
which is written in corporate culture. In addition to cultivating potential talents, we 
also provide job opportunities for high-quality students. This is a win-win strategy. 
To familiarize the students with the workplace environment, we are open to 
applications for company-visits for students under industry-academy cooperation. 
Before starting work at the Company, students can understand the environment 
better and understand what they can learn and contribute. If there are too many 
applications, we can also send the heads of various units to provide briefings at the 
schools.

【Daily necessities donation】 【Campus activity】

【Pandemic prevention donation】

    To take care of the local disadvantaged population, the Company donated daily 
necessities to the Luzhu Social Welfare Service Center to new residents in need.

    Supported and sponsored campus activities such as the bike festival of the 
National Cheng Kung University and the talent recruitment orientation of the 
National Kaohsiung University of Science and Technology.

    Supported the government’s pandemic prevention policies where the Company 
donated a “Positive Pressure Testing Booth” to the government to allow medical 
staff to perform their tasks in the Kaohsiung Science Park.

Social welfare contribution #2: Donated daily necessities to local new residents.

Social welfare contribution #1: bike festival of 
the National Cheng Kung University

Kao-Yuan Vocational High School of Technology & Commerce visited King Slide Technology

Social welfare contribution #2: talent 
recruitment orientation of the National 

Kaohsiung University of Science and 
Technology

Social welfare contribution #1: Donated a “Positive Pressure Testing Booth”

5.4 Social Feedback and Participation
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Occupational Safety and Health 
Management 6.

King Slide actively establishes a safe and healthy working environment and always 
pursues improvement, in order to ensure the safety and health of all workings 
partners in the Company.

Non 1209
Health screening

1374
Participants

2.33
kg

Excellence Award
Winner

GLORY

Healthy Workplace
 Certification

•No colleagues cause 
     occupational disease due 
     to chemicals; the 
     occupational disease 
     rate is 0

•A total of 1,209 employees 
    participated in the health 
    screening

•1,374 counts of participants 
     in health promotion 
     activities

•Participants in the 
     weight loss class lost an 
     average of 2.33 kg

•Excellence Award Winner 
     of Southern Taiwan 
     Science Park, from the 
     Ministry of Science and 
     Technology in “Promoting 
     Workplace Equalization”

•Obtained the "Healthy Workplace Certification and 
     Health Promotion Label Badge" from Taiwan National 
     Ministry of Health and Welfare Administration, Taiwan  
     National Health agency the Health Promotion 
     Administration, Ministry of Health and Welfare.
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6.1 Occupational Safety Management
Occupational safety management guidance

We uphold the concept of “we are all one big family” and set up a special management unit in accordance with the law to plan and supervise 
all occupational safety and health management measures inside and outside the plant to prevent occupational hazards from occurring, in 
order to ensure the safety and health for all our employees.

We comply with domestic occupational safety and health regulations and actively establish a safe and healthy working environment. We 
have also obtained the ISO 45001：2018 management system verification, and strive to improve our environmental and occupational safety 
where the health management system can be in line with the international management system. 
Our environmental safety and health policies are as follows:
Reduce waste Reduce costs, Cherish resources
Green products, Care for the environment. 
Risk management, Hazards prevention
Compliance with regulations, Continuous improvement

We promise to follow the following guidelines to develop our company's environmental safety and health management system:
1. Continue to a cleaner production technology, make full and effective use of energy (resources), and strive to the promise of industrial 
     waste reduction and pollution prevention
2.Committed to the research and development of green products. From the design stage, follow environmental design guidelines 
    such as "easy recycling, low pollution, resource saving, and energy saving" to reduce the possible impact of future products on the 
    environment.
3.Arrange appropriate education, training and communication channels to communicate the company's "Environment, Safety and Health" 
    policies, measures and other requirements to employees, contractors, subcontractors and stakeholders to strengthen environmental 
    safety awareness. Let each of the individual understands environmental, safety and health responsibilities, and ensure that workers and 
    worker representatives are in consultation and participation.
4.Comply with environmental protection and occupational safety and health laws and other requirements, construct and maintain the 
    effective operation of the "environmental and occupational safety and health management system", and work together to continuously 
    promote improvement measures to improve the environmental safety and health of the working environment. Effective risk controls 
    on operating environment, activities, products or service processes to eliminate hazards and reduce occupational safety and health risks, 
    hence prevent accidents from happening, and create a safe and comfortable working environment to promote the health and well-being 
    of employees.

We aim at zero occupational hazards. We set the occupational safety and health management goals for both King Slide Works and King Slide 
Technology facilities with zero occupational hazards each quarter.

In 2021, there is one reportable disability accidents in King Slide Works in the third quarter, for rest of the quarter 1, 2, and 4 have reached 
the quarterly goal of zero occupational disasters.

2021 implementation 
results

Goals and targets

Guidelines

Significance for the 
King Slide Group

Policies and commitment

GUARANTEE

  6.1 Occupational Safety Management
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06. Occupational Safety and Health Management

Looking forward to 2022, we will continue with the occupational hazards reduction and action measures launched in 2021. We hope that 
employees' safety and health awareness will be further enhanced and that further potential risks will be eliminated or reduced, so that 
the two factory sites King Slide Technology and King Slide Works can learn and compete with each other to enhance the safety and health 
concepts of the two plants and achieve their annual hazards reduction goals.2022 Prospects

ISO 45001：2018  certification of King 
Slide Works Co., Ltd.
Issuing organization: DNV.GL
Effective date: 2020/09/26 ~ 2023/09/26
Certification code: 244933-2017-ASA-RGC-RvA

ISO 45001：2018  certification of King 
Slide Technology Co., Ltd.
Issuing organization: DNV.GL
Effective date: 2020/09/26 ~ 2023/09/26
Certification code: 244933CC1-2017-ASA-
RGC-RvA

6.1.1 Occupational Safety and Health Committee
    We follow the occupational safety and health management measures and have 
established the Occupational Safety and Health Committee. The committee is 
chaired by the President. In 2021, the number of labor representatives in the 
committee members accounted for more than one-third of all committee members, 
which is in compliance with the law. In order to enable workers to express opinions 
and participate in discussions on safety and health issues related to their rights and 
interests, we hold occupational safety and health committee meetings quarterly to 
handle the following matters:

1. Make suggestions to the occupational safety and health policies formulated by 
     the employer.
2. Coordinate and make suggestions to the occupational safety and health 
     management plans.

3. Review the safety and health educational training implementation plan

4. Review the operating environment monitoring plan, monitoring results, and 
     implementation measures.
5. Examine health management, occupational disease prevention, and health 
     promotion matters.

6. Review various safety and health proposals.

7. Review autonomous checks and safety and health audit items in the business 
     units.
8. Examine the hazards preventive measures in the machinery, equipment or raw 
     materials and the substances.

9. Review the occupational hazards investigation report.

10. Assessment of the on-site safety and health management performance.

11. Review safety and health management matters of the business..

12. Other matters related to occupational safety and health management.

  6.1 Occupational Safety Management
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06. Occupational Safety and Health Management

6.1.2 Statistics on occupational safety and health

6.2 Employee Safety
6.2.1 Promoting safety and health culture

    In order to reduce the occurrence of occupational disasters, work safety management units, accident-occurring units, production technology units, and R&D units 
collaboratively conduct accident investigations, analyze the causes of accidents, propose improvement countermeasures, and carry out improvement measures at the 
same level among various departments to minimize the probability of occurrence. In the quarterly meeting of the Occupational Safety and Health Committee, each unit 
reports the accident investigation, improvement measures, and preventive measures to prevent the recurrence of similar situations to the President and the members 
participating in the meeting.
    In 2021, Both King Slide Works and King Slide Technology Plants set the goal of zero occupational disasters every quarter, and achieved the goal of zero occupational 
disasters every quarter in a total of 7 quarters. The incident has been reviewed and improved, from aspect of equipment improvement and personnel education and 
training to achieve the purpose of improving operational safety. In 2021, none of our colleagues had occupational diseases caused by chemicals.
    The statistical results of male and female absenteeism and occupational injuries in the Chuanhu and Chuanyi factories are as follows:

Items All employees Male Female

Absence rate (AR) 0.01 0.01 0.02

Disabling Injury Frequency Rate (FR) 0.71 1.15 0

Disabling Injury Severity Rate (SR) 40 65.54 0

Occupation disease rate (ODR) 0 0 0

Total deaths caused by work 0 0 0

Items All employees Male Female

Absence rate (AR) 0.02 0.02 0.03

Disabling Injury Frequency Rate (FR) 0 0 0

Disabling Injury Severity Rate (SR) 0 0 0

Occupation disease rate (ODR) 0 0 0

Total deaths caused by work 0 0 0

【King Slide Works】 【King Slide Technology】

* Occupational safety and health statistics, the data is calculated until December 31st, 2021
* Definition of absence: An employee not only leaves the job due to work injury or occupational disease, but also loses his/her work ability. Including leave categories such as: sick leave, work injury leave, 
   personal leave, absenteeism.
   Calculation formula: the Absentee Rate (AR) of male (female) employees = Total absent hours of male (female) employees / Total working hours of male (female) employees X 100%
* Sick leave does not include menstrual leave when calculating the absence rate of female employees.
* Disability Injury Frequency Rate (FR) refers to the number of disability injuries per million total working hours.
   Calculation formula: Disability injury frequency rate of male (female) employees = number of male (female) injuries X106 / total working hours of male (female) employees 
* Disability Injury Severity Rate (SR) refers to the number of days lost by disability injuries per million total working hours.
   Calculation formula: Disability injury severity rate of male (female) employees = Number of days male (female) lost to injuries X106 / total working hours of hours of male (female) employees
* Occupation Disease Rate (ODR) = Total number of occupation disease cases / total working hours X 200,000* (*calculated based on 50 weeks per year, 40 working hours per week at the rate of 100 employees )

    In order to improve the work safety of our employees and establish a good 
safety and health culture, we plan work hazard mitigation strategies in different 
directions every year, from improving the safety protection performance of high-
risk equipment, reduce the risk level of high-risk operation items, and to the 
proposal to promote employee's independent safety and health. With the support 
of senior executives and the collabrative efforts of various departments and 
industrial safety management units, the resources of two factories within the group 
are integrated, and the method of mutual cooperation is adopted to set five major 

themes to promote measures: 1. Goal setting. 2. Elimination of unacceptable risks. 3. 
Strengthen security inspections and audits. 4. Improve autonomous management 
and false alarm accident proposals, 5. Quantify indicators and review them 
regularly. In addition to the continuous cyclical promotion of these five themes, 
we have also combined the RCI (Rapid Continuous Improvement) competition 
between the two plants through cross-departmental cooperation to incorporate 
the improvement of safety and health autonomous management proposals 
into positive performance bonus indicators to help promote safety and health 
improvement. The unit has achieved excellent results in the competition appraisal.

6.2 Employee Safety
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Promoting safety
and health culture

Quantification
of indicators
and regular

review

Increase
autonomous
management 

and
false alarm

accident cases
proposal

Strengthen
Safety and

Health Auditing

Eliminate
unacceptable

risks

Goal setting

    In order to prevent occupational accidents, we promote the proposal mechanism 
of autonomous management and false alarm accidents, encourage employees to 
independently report and participate in the improvement of occupational safety 
and health-related autonomous management improvement projects, and allow 
front-line employees to cooperate with the management team to brainstorm 
ideas and work together to eliminate or to reduce the potential risks of various 
operations. Where the improvement case is verified  that is effective to reduce 
the risk and work hazards, we will offer rewards and encouragement to the team 
participating in the improvement, so as to all employees' attention and actively 
participate in the policy and commitment to achieve sustainable improvement. In 
2021, 94 employees have been awarded credits for submitting their own proposals 
for safety and health and participated in safety and health improvement projects 
compare to 56 employees in 2021.
    The occupational hazard management after accidents, we follow the 
occupational safety and health management methods and King Slide Group 
emergency response management procedures, 
implement the notification mechanism, investigate 
the cause of the accident in detail, propose feasible 
preventive measures and implement them, in order 
to effectively prevent the recurrence of the similar 
type of accident .
    Therefore, in the promotion of safety and 
health culture, we have changed from the passive 
management model of reviewing how to improve 
after occupational disasters in the past, Transform 
into a cross-departmental collaboration, identify potential operational risks, and 

6.2.2 Contractor management

6.2.3 Emergency response

    The proportion of contractor personnel in the plant is very small. However, when 
they enter the plant for construction, repair, and maintenance, they may cause 
occupational hazards due to their unfamiliarity with the on-site environment 
and the safety and health regulations. Therefore, we have established contractor 
construction management procedures for the contractors, strengthened the 
notification of contractor hazards, established an auditing system and contractor 
performance management indicators, including selected high-performing qualified 
contractors to enter the plant.
    After the contractor entered a contract with the Company, they must accept the 
“Contractor's Work Safety and Health Code of Practice and Hazard Notification”, 
comply with the Company's environmental safety and health policies, international 
environmental protection conventions, environmental safety, and health laws and 
RBA guidelines. We strictly manage each link to ensure the safety of personnel and 
property during the operation. 

    In order to improve the emergency response capability of employees in 
emergency incidents, to respond to emergencies and to reduce personal injury, 
property loss, and environmental impacts, we execute fire safety drills every six 
months, and organize emergency response education training on different situation 
and topics every year; target to increase employees' awareness of crisis response.

1 2 3

4 5 6

1.Chemical spill handling education and training
2. Diphoterine handling educational training
3. Certificate of Appreciation for Fire Rescue Response Drill in High-tech Plant
4. Fire fighting training
5-6. 2021 evacuation drill for all employees in both King Slide Plants.

0
20
40
60
80

100

2020

of Awarded Employees 

2021

94
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implement improvement measures to reduce the risk of harming to form the safety 
and health autonomous management model.

6.2 Employee Safety
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(1) Smoke Quitting Session to protect love ones. 
    We cooperated with the local Luzhu Health Center to offer 
subsidized courses for small-class smoking cessation classes. 
The courses lasted six weeks, once a week, to encourage 
the company's employees who intend to quit smoking 
to participate in small-class smoking cessation classes, 
reduce the number of employees smoking, and jointly maintain a good smoke-
free environment. After the end of the smoking cessation class, we tracked the 
effectiveness of the colleagues who participated in the smoking cessation class 
for half a year. According to statistics, the success rate of the colleagues who 
participated in the smoking cessation class to maintain smoking cessation status 
reached more than 50% of the number of participants.

(2) Weight loss activities:
    In the weight loss activities, we introduced a new self-
management method of weight loss. During the five-month 
period, we planned weight loss lectures and arranged a series 
of weight loss activities such as sharing 
experience with colleagues on successful 
weight loss. According to statistics, the 
average weight loss participants in the 
2021 lost 2.33 kilograms per person.

6.2.4 Operating environment monitoring

6.3 Employee Health Management
6.3.1 Care to employee health and solicitude

6.3.2 Employee health promotion activities

    We will monitor the operating environment of all factories every six months, 
and entrust a qualified monitoring agency to carry out the monitoring process. In 
addition, before the implementation, the industrial safety unit, department heads, 
labor representatives, and the monitoring agency jointly evaluate and plan the 
sampling strategy and plan for the monitoring of the operating environment, and 
confirm that the instruments used for the test are all calibrated and qualified. In 
2021, a total of physical and chemical factors were carried out. The results of the 
monitoring was reviewed and reported by the Occupational Safety and Health 
Committee in the current quarter, and improvement measures will be formulated, 
and the announcement will be made to all employees.
    The written report shall be archived and retained by the industrial safety unit 
as a basis for subsequent work site improvement, special labor inspections, 
and reference by the supervisor of each unit to dispatch workers to prevent the 
occurrence of occupational diseases in the factory.

    King Slide Group provides health screening services that are superior to the 
regulatory in terms of screening items and frequency. A total of 1,209 employees 
participated in the 2021 employee health screening. Taking care of the health of 
employees as an important part of health management, and the statistical results 
of the health screening are used as a direction of health promotion activity. Such 
as weight loss competitions, health lectures, nutrition and exercise courses, and 
smoking cessation, as well as on-site health consultation with professional medical 
doctors for health interviewing employees with abnormal health check results, 
regular tracking of employees’ health conditions, workplace motherhood health 
consultation and human musculoskeletal consultation to provide comprehensive 
care to employees’ health and solicitude.
    In addition, we have greatly improved the care for pregnant female employees. 
We have arranged a clean and warm breastfeeding room, provided parking spaces 
for pregnant women, and they pink work aprons for identification. For a total of 15 
pregnant women in 2021, Occupational doctors conduct work safety assessments 
and health management during pregnancy. In 2021, pregnant female employees 
will be given pregnancy gift kits. To create a work environment that is balanced and 
safe in life and work, we participated in the selection of "Promoting Work Equality 
in the Workplace" organized by the Southern Science Park Administration of the 
Ministry of Science and Technology for three consecutive years, and King Slide is 
the Excellence Award Winner.

    In order to maintain the physical and mental health of employees, and to enhance 
the health awareness among colleagues and create a healthy atmosphere at the 
workplace; King Slide actively promotes a series of health enhancing activities 
as well encouraging the employees to participate in series of health promotion 
activities. According to the statistics, in 2021, the total number of employees 
actively participated in the activities had reached 1374 counts.

1

5 6 7

2 3 4

Weight Loss Session

2021 Weight Loss Achievement Awards

6.3 Employee Health Management

1. Special operation health check   2.Annual employee health check
3. Interviews with occupational doctors for pregnant female employees
4. Nursery Room   5~6.Pregnancy Gifts Bag   
7. Sounthern Taiwan Science Park Workplace Equality Award
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(4) Physical and mental health:
    Employees are the keys to successful enterprise development. Therefore, we 
hold health education sessions at different aspects when required. Such sessions 
include emotional management, stress relief sessions. We encourage employees 
to participate in sports such as the Community Sports Competition of Southern 
Taiwan Science Park, Night Running of Kaohsiung Science Park, through which the 
employees may relieve from work or family pressure and convert it into positive 
mentality, and care about employees and their family’s physical and mental state 
to create a happy workplace environment and strengthen the cohesiveness to the 
Company.

(5) Emergency rescue:
    Improve the visibility of first-aid personnel and first aid kits in the factory. 
Regularly let the Basic ERT personnel to receive ambulance classes training on 
trauma treatment, wound wrap up, wounded personnel transportation, stretcher 
use and handling precautions.

(6) Sessions on Maternal 
        Protection Health:   
    The workplace maternity 
protection of the four major 
protection programs in  the 
workplace is aimed at pregnant 
colleagues and new parents 
to participate in the course to 
enhance the close relationship 
between parents and children.

(3) Prevention of infectious diseases:
    King Slide Group regards a healthy workplace 
as one of the important cornerstones. Only with a 
healthy workplace environment can the company's 
overall operations continue to be on the right track. 
The prevention of infectious diseases must start 
with self-prevention by each individual. Through 
mutual cooperation with local health centers and 
government authorities, the prevention of infectious 
diseases such as dengue and pandemic influenza and 
knowledge education are provided. Employees of high-risk groups receive influenza 
vaccination to minimize the impact.

Factory first aid kit Education and training on the use of emergency 
stretchers

Newborn baby skin massage health care sessionFlu vaccination

Science Park Neighborhood Ball 
Game

Stress Relief Sessions Metabolic Syndrome Improvement 
Sessions

6.3.3 Healthy Workplace Certification
    King Slide Group is committed to promoting healthy workplace certification from 
the National Health Agency. The two factory nurses proactively plan, and continue 
to communicate and cooperate with various departments. We have established 
a workplace free of second-hand smoke exposure and promoted a number of 
workplace health promotion activities. The two plants in King Slide Works and King 
Slide Technology were successfully awarded the "Healthy Workplace Certification 
and Health Promotion Badge" issued by the National Health Administration of the 
Ministry of Health and Welfare.

King Slide Works Co., LTD
Healthy Workplace Certification and Health 
Promotion Badge

Issuing institute: Taiwan National Ministry of Health 
and Welfare Administration, Taiwan National Health 
agency 
Effective date: 2022/01/01 ~2024/12/31
Certificate No.: HPAA1100603

King Slide Technology Co., LTD
Healthy Workplace Certification and Health 
Promotion Badge

Issuing institute: Taiwan National Ministry of Health 
and Welfare Administration, Taiwan National 
Health agency 
Effective date: 2022/01/01 ~2024/12/31
Certificate No.: HPAA1100602

6.3 Employee Health Management
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6.4 (COVID-19) Epidemic Prevention Measures
    In response to the (COVID-19) epidemic, King Slide Group President sets up an epidemic prevention and response team, through measures such as body temperature 
measurement, manufacturer and visitor control, alcohol sanitizing, maintaining safe social distance, etc., And cooperate with the latest epidemic prevention command of 
the Central Epidemic Command Center, not only makes the most immediate response in the factory, but also shares epidemic prevention information with King Slide Group 
suppliers to avoid the impact of the epidemic to the company.
    In order to avoid large-scale of infections and spread, establishment of a temporary rapid screening station by the Southern Taiwan Science Park Bureau, King Slide Group 
responded by donating a positive pressure inspection station operated by Kaohsiung Municipal Gangshan Hospital performed the COVID-19 screening task

(COVID-19) Prevention Measures

6.4 (COVID-19) Epidemic Prevention 
       Measures

Establishment of epidemic 
prevention mechanism:

Epidemic prevention materials: Environmental hygiene 
protection

Personnel management:

‧Establishment of Epidemic Prevention 
     Team System
‧Epidemic prevention contingency plan 
     draft
‧Keep up to date of the latest epidemic 
     information and promote various 
     epidemic prevention measures and 
     health education Share epidemic 
     prevention information with suppliers

‧Anti-epidemic mask cover
‧Automatic sensing 75% alcohol 
    sanitizing sprayer
‧Stock up on protective clothing and face 
    shields
‧The facial recognition system w/ 
     temperature taking system improves 
     the accuracy and convenience of body 
     temperature measurement

‧The key areas are regularly sanitized 
     and equipped with 75% alcohol 
     sanitizing sprayer
‧Staggered seating arrangement in the 
     rest areas of the factory.
‧The smoking area adopts fence partition 
     to keep safe social distancing
‧Promote a new elevator anti-epidemic 
    measures for epidemic prevention.

‧Daily statistics of absentees for health 
     follow up.
‧ New partitions are added to the 
     dining table in the cafeteria, individual 
     bento box was served, and to separate 
     employee into different shift for dining 
     to avoid infections.
‧ Build a home-connected virtual 
     desktop operating system to access 
     working computers and establish 
     online video conferencing system

The facial recognition w/
temperature taking clock in 

system improves the accuracy and 
convenience of body temperature 

measurement.

Provision to all employees with 
anti-epidemic masks

Prepare epidemic prevention 
materials

Implementation of visitors and 
suppliers  control and epidemic 

prevention measures.

Implement epidemic prevention 
and health education for foreign 

colleagues.

Added partitions to the staff dining 
table

The education and training room 
adopts staggered seating.

Donate a positive pressure 
inspection station

Elevator new elevator anti-
epidemic measures for epidemic 

prevention.  Key areas are regularly 
sanitized and equipped with  75% 

alcohol sanitizing sprayer.

Prepare epidemic prevention 
materials

Epidemic prevention meeting Certificate of Appreciation issued 
by Kaohsiung Municipal Gangshan 

Show Chwan Hospital

https://www.kingslide.com


Pollution Prevention and Environmental 
Protection 7.

King Slide is constantly improving to meet environmental protection regulations. 
The company provides training to enhance the understanding of employees and staff 
representative of the Company's environmental policies. Our goals are to reduce air 
pollution, sewage, wastes, and minimize environmental impact.

Recovery rate
Energy 

Saving Model
Compliant

liter

•A total of NT$ 5.189 
    million was invested in 
    environmental 
    protection.

•The wastewater recovery 
     rate of the King Slide 
     Works production 
     process is about 74.7%.

• King Slide Work 
      Production Water 
      consumption was 2.39 
      liter/m² less than 
      forecasted

•Water quality testing is 
     compliant with the 
     control regulations of 
     water pollution 
      prevention.

•King Slide Technology    
    was awarded the “Energy 
    Saving Model” of the 
    Southern Science Park in 
    2020.

•King Slide Work Sewage 
     waste output is 
     6.55 liter/employee less 
     than forecasted

•King Slide Technology 
    CO2e emission was 
    637.46 tons less than 
    expected

5.189
million 倍

2.39 6.55

74.7%

 liter/m

CO2e

637.46
tons

Model
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07. Pollution Prevention and Environmental Protection

7.1 Environmental Policy

7.1.2 Environmental protection expenditure

7.1.1 Current Pollution Preventive Actions

    Household sewage, Industrial sewage discharge, solid waste and air Pollution are 
King Slide Works’ main environmental pollutant. Since the 20th century we have 
been promoting environmental management system, through educational training 
and letting the employee familiarize the Company's environmental policies. We 
aim to reduce air pollution, sewage, and waste and minimize environmental 
impact through constant improvement to meet the requirements of environmental 
protection regulations. With these efforts, King Slide Works was certified by 
the ISO14001 environmental management system in 1999 and in 2008 for King 
Slide Technology. This system is then executed by the environmental safety and 
health implementation team and to the dedicated personnel of each department 
internally. 

In order to achieve the goals of complying with environmental protection 
regulations in reducing environmental pollution and sustainable environmental 
management. King Slide have invested in environmental-related matters including 
environmental protection equipment, pollution treatment, management systems, 
and Inspection costs. In 2021, King Slide Works and King Slide Technology 
invested approximately NT$5.19 million in environmental protection. Also, to fulfill 
social responsibility, we invest even more on the environmental expenditure to 
demonstrate we value environmental protection.

    King Slide adhere to operate and conduct compliance assessments on various 
environmental regulations and standards, Pollution is regulated and improvement 
are implemented to make sure the waste management are withing standards, over 
the years King Slide have increase the Recycling efficiency, minimizing the need for 
incineration and land fill.
    King Slide Works and King Slide Technology recycling rate have reached 93.8% 
and 97.29% respectively, a slight decrease of 0.14% comparing to 2020. Non-

ISO 14001: 2015 certification of King Slide 
Works
Issuing organization: DNV.GL
Effective date: 2020/09/23 - 2023/09/23
Certification code: 1439-1999-AE-RGC-RvA

ISO 14001: 2015 certification of King Slide 
Technology
Issuing organization: DNV.GL
Effective date: 2023/09/23 - 2020/09/23
Verification code: 1439CC1-1999-AE-RGC-RvA

recyclable waste (household garbage) is sent for incineration 
and then to a landfill. This is greatly supported by meeting the 
standards of the Environmental Protection Administration on 
emission, as a result King Slide has not paid any major fines 
(>$10,000) related to environmental or ecological issues in the 
past four fiscal years. 

Type 2019 2020 2021

 Air pollution control 101 33 1

Water pollution control 121 516 427

 Waste cleaning (general) 901 1,025 1,307 

 Waste cleaning (hazardous) 988 1,050 1,195 

Environmental protection-related 
testing 156 247 232 

Environmental protection-related 
equipment maintenance  751 2,235 831 

 Total 3,018 5,106 3,993 

Type 2019 2020 2021

Water pollution control 324 410 499

Waste cleaning (general) 450 419 644

Environmental protection-related 

testing
13 11 12

Environmental protection-related 
equipment maintenance  43 45 41

Total 830 885 1,196

Unit: NT$ (thousand) 

Unit: NT$ (thousand) 

 【Historical amounts of environmental expenditure of King Slide Works】

 【Historical amounts of environmental expenditure of King Slide Technology】

7.1 Environmental Policy

King Slide Technology was awarded the “Energy Saving Model” of the 
Southern Science Park in 2020.

https://www.kingslide.com
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Guideline for energy saving management 

With the Growth King Slide’s experiencing, the consumption and dependency on energy resources has increased as well. As a solution to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and achieving the goals of green products while being environmentally friendly we have improved the 
effectiveness of energy use and constantly replacing non-green energy-saving equipment.

We have actively promoting energy-saving and carbon reduction improvements, continuously improving the efficiency of energy used in 
production, and reduced the operational impact on the environment.

1. The motors of several stamping equipment in King Slide Works Plant were replaced with AC control motors to conserve Energy.
2. Replacing the punching machine at King Slide Works Plant with 100hp frequency converter, which can effectively conserve energy.
3. Lights at Section 3 of King Slide Technology molding section on the ground floor of were replaced with 69 sets of 500W composite metal 
     lamps.
4. Schedule maintenance and cleaning on King Slide Technology’s 400T cooling tower to increase efficiency of cooling and reduce fan 
     operating time.
5. 52 250 watts lights at the forming at King Slide Technology punch presses have been replaced with 50 sets of 100Wats high efficiency 
     lighting.
6. 20 sets of 250W street lighting around King Slide Technology were replaced with 12 sets of high efficiency 100W Led Lights
7. 38 sets Lighting at King Slide Technology P831 production line were replaced wth 56 sets of 80W lighting.

1. King Slide Works is expected to reduce its emissions of CO2e by 117.91 tons.
2. King Slide Technology is expected to reduce its emissions of CO2e by 87.348 tons.
3. The target of water consumption is expected to be reduced to 16.9 L / m2 for King Slide Works.
4. King Slide Works sewage aims to reduce by 511.32 L / person.
5. Water quality inspection comply with Water Pollution Control Act.
6. Aims to reduce solid waste to 14.91 kg / thousand product sets.

1. King Slide Works actual emission of CO2e was 5568.97metric tons, which was 239.74 tons more than the original estimation of 5,329.23 
     metric tons.
2. King Slide Technology's actual emission of CO2e was 4902.31 metric tons, which was 637.46 tons less than the original estimation of 
     5,539.77 metric tons.
3. King Slide Works actual amount of water consumption for the production process was 14.51L / m2.
4. King Slide Works household sewage was 504.77 L / person.
5. The water quality inspection by the government and certified authority both are compliant with the Water Pollution Control Act.
6. The actual amount of solid waste was 16.09 kg / thousand product sets.

Goals and targets

Actions taken

Significance for King Slide

External training

GUARANTEE

7.2 Energy Management

7.2 Energy Management

Implementation results
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7.2.1 Air pollution management

7.2.2 Greenhouse gas management

    The air pollutants at the King Slide Works Plant come from gas-burning boiler and 
process exhaust emissions, and the pollutants are mainly nitrogen oxides (NOx) and 
particulate pollutants. Air-conditioning refrigerants are substances that deplete 
the ozone layer (Ozone Depleting Substances, ODS), which are sealed in circulation 
in air-conditioning equipment, minimizing the concerns on damaging the Ozone 
Layer.
    King Slide Technology Plant has no fixed pollution source with no sulfur 
oxidation. Pollutants, nitrogen oxides and other fixed source pollutants. Only air-
conditioning refrigerant ODS, that are sealed in air-conditioning equipment, and no 
leakage is detected and the ODS is recycled, minimizing the concerns on damaging 
the Ozone Layer.

    The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) indicated in one of 
the reports from the 1990s, that climate change and global warming is mainly 
caused by greenhouse gas emissions. The Low Carbon Economy has become the 
mainstream of the economy and investment to fight against this global issue. 
Greenhouse gas reduction stands out to be the pivotal rule. King Slide has adopted 
this principle in the procurement department to require our suppliers to comply 
in order to meet the environmental standards in either their use of materials or 
their production process. When selecting suppliers, local suppliers are a priority 
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【Amount of fixed source pollutants emission of King Slide Works in the last 
    three years】

in order to significantly reduce the impact of raw material transportation on the 
environment. In addition, we have encouraged our employees to take more stairs 
than elevators, and also recruit more local employees to reduce the influence of 
personnel transportation on the environment.
    Greenhouse gas emissions can be divided into direct and indirect emissions. In 
2021, King Slide Works’ direct greenhouse gas emission from corporate vehicles was 
2.44 metric tons of CO2e. The carbon emission of natural gas was 870.19 metric tons 
of CO2e. The annual indirect carbon emission of purchased electricity was 4688.8 
and 9.98 metric tons of CO2e from water procurement. A total of 5571.41 metric 
tons of CO2e was emitted, with no other indirect greenhouse gas emissions during 
the reporting period. In 2021, due to the impact of the pandemic, the production 
capacity and utilization rate were increased. As a result, the total greenhouse gas 
emissions was reduced by 2.07% an improvement from the targeted 1.04%. The 
expected emission reduction target has been achieved. 2020.
    The estimated greenhouse gas emission of King Slide Works in 2021 was 5329.23 
tons, which is 10% more than the previous year. This is due to the expected 10% 
growth of the Company’s operation, and the increase in equipment utilization 
rate. However, in 2022, King Slide Works continues with the plan of greenhouse gas 
emission reduction and sets a reduction target of 1.92%. Also, planning to replace 
one electroplating rectifier to a high-efficiency rectifier, two 15HP inverter and two 
1000A high-efficiency rectifier and the modification of punching machine to a 100 
hp frequency converter, to reach an expected reduction of 117.91 metric tons of 
CO2e emissions.

【Result of the investigation of greenhouse gas emissions of King Slide  
    Technology in the last 3 years】
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    King Slide Technology’s direct greenhouse gas emission from corporate vehicles 
was 2.11 metric tons of CO2e. The annual indirect carbon emission of purchased 
electricity was 4898.11 and 2.09 metric tons of CO2e from water procurement. A 
total of 4902.31 metric tons of CO2e was emitted, with no other indirect greenhouse 
gas emissions during the reporting period. In 2021, due to the impact of the 
pandemic, the production capacity and utilization rate were increased. As a result, 
the total greenhouse gas emissions was reduced by 3.27% an improvement from 
the targeted 2.5%. The expected emission reduction target has been achieved.

    King Slide Technology’s estimated greenhouse gas emission in 2022 is 7353.47 
metric tons, with a target reduction of 1.19%. In order to achieve this goal, we 
plan to carry out energy saving illuminating on the third floor of the office building 
as well as staircases, the implementation of the seventh set of stamping energy 
consumption improvement, parking lot lighting improvement, and the energy 
conservation on the UK production line lighting. the CO2e emission is expected to 
be reduced by 87.35 metric tons.

【Inventory results of greenhouse gas emissions from King Slide Technology   
    Plant in the past three years】

【The weight of greenhouse gas produced per thousand groups of products in   
    King Slide Works Plant in the past 3 years】
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Note: From 2019 to 2021, the King Slide Technology Plant will increase its carbon emissions due 
to its capacity expansion.

【Result of the investigation of greenhouse gas emissions of King Slide   
    Technology in the last 3 years】
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7.2.3 Energy reduction
In order to implement the energy reduction strategy King Slide Works and King Slide Technology have executed several energy-saving improvement measures in 2021.

Category of energy saving Description Energy-saving and carbon emission Pictures

Energy saving at  Forming 
section 1

There are 4 motor which are replaced with a frequency 
conversion control 10HP motors, which can effectively 
save energy by 40%.

Save 54,000 degrees of electricity throughout the 
year and reduce carbon emissions 54000 x
0.533=28.782 metric tons of CO2e

Energy saving at  Molding 
section 3

There are 2 motor which are replaced with a frequency 
conversion control 15HP motors, which can effectively 
save energy by 40%.

Save 40,500 degrees of electricity throughout the 
year and reduce carbon emissions 40,500 x
0.533=21.587 metric tons of CO2e

The 315T punching 
machine in the forming 
class was changed to a 
100hp inverter

A motor is replaced with an inverter controlled 100HP 
motor, which can effectively save energy by 40%.

The annual electricity saving was 9876 kWh, 
and the carbon emission was reduced by 9876 x 
0.533=5.264 metric tons of CO2e.

Category of energy saving Description Energy-saving and carbon emission Pictures

Improvement of lighting 
energy saving in Section 3 
of 1F Molding concourse

Replacing 61 sets of 500W composite metal lamps in 
Section 3 of 1F Manufacture Forming Section with 80W 
LED patio lamps. The reduced wattage meets the lighting 
regulations and save energy.

Save 205,729 degrees of electricity throughout 
the year.
Reduce carbon emissions by 
205,729*0.509/1000=103.28 metric tons of CO2e.

400T Cooling Tower 
maintenance and 
cleaning

Schedule maintenance between April and November  to 
improve cooling tower efficiency.

Save 31200 degrees of electricity throughout the 
year.
Reduce carbon emissions by 
31200*0.502/1000=15.66 metric tons of CO2e.

improvement on lighting 
at injection molding area 

52 sets of 250W lighting at the injection molding were 
replaced with 50 sets of  100W LEDS patio lights.

Save 78840 kWh of electricity throughout the 
year.
Reduce carbon emissions by 
78840*0.502/1000=39.58 metric tons of CO2e.

【King Slide Works emission reduction measures 】

【King Slide Technology emission reduction measures 】

7.2 Energy Management
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Lighting improvement 
around factory building

Street lighting around factory were updated with 12 sets 
of 100w LED lights

Save 8322 degrees of electricity throughout the 
year.
Reduce carbon emissions by 8322*.502/1000=4.18 
metric tons of CO2e.

2nd Floor assembly 
lighting improvement

P831 production line 38 sets of 150 watts lighting were 
replaced by 56 sets of 80W LED lights.

Save 6234 kWh of electricity throughout the year.
Reduce carbon emissions 6234*0.502/1000=3.13 
metric tons of CO2e.

7.3 Water resource management

7.3.1 Sewage management

    How to effectively utilize water resources is a major topic in the 21st century. 
This agenda spans across economic, social, natural, humanistic development and 
energy supply, etc. Each country regards it as the most important part of national 
construction. As "Water" affects economic development and the quality of our 
daily life. King Slide Works and King Slide Technology use 100% of tap water only to 
avoid the impact of geological subsidence from groundwater extraction.

    The wastewater discharge of King Slide Works includes wastewater from the 
production process and employee domestic sewage. Nearly 70% of the wastewater 
from the production process is reycled in the production process through the 
water resource recovery system. About 30% of the wastewater is processed by 
the wastewater treatment system until it meets the standard of regulations. The 
wastewater is then discharged through Water Resources Bureau channels into the 
sea.

Plant Source of water Discharge site
Relevant regulations and 

standards

King Slide 
Works

Pingding Water 
Purification 
Plant, Number 7 
Management Office, 
Water Corporation

Agongdian River Water Pollution Prevention 
Regulations

King Slide 
Technology

Pingding Water 
Purification 
Plant, Number 7 
Management Office, 
Water Corporation

Kaohsiung 
Park Sewage 
Treatment Plant, 
Southern Taiwan 
Science Park 
Administration 

Accommodation and Fee-
charging Standards of 
Wastewater Treatment and 
Sewage System in the Tainan 
and Kaohsiung Park of Southern 
Taiwan Science Park

Factory Control items Tons / year

King Slide Works
Production Process sewage 54,093

Domestic sewage 3915

King Slide Technology Domestic sewage 9,491.217

【2021 amount of sewage discharge】

Process and domestic sewage of King Slide Works in the last 3 years】
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    The Company entrusts a Environmental Protection Agency recognized certified 
authority to sample and test the water every six months. Water quality is also 
tested and data collected every day by a laboratory to monitor the changes in 
water quality, in order to comply with the water pollution prevention regulations. 
To make sure the wastewater discharge from King Slide Works will not have any 
impacts on water bodies and biodiversity.

Items
Water 

temperature 
(OC)

pH SS (mg/L) COD (mg/L) Zn (mg/L)

Required 
standards

35 6~9 30 100 3.5

Test Results 30.8-31.4 7.7-8.4 3.8-8.9 19.2-26.6 0.033-0.167

Compliant 
(Yes/No)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

480 metric tons of RC wastewater adjustment system

    In 2021, King Slide Technology’s total discharge of wastewater was 9579.51 
metric tons. Mainly consists of domestic sewage from employees, since there is 
no wastewater produced from the production process. The domestic sewage is 
pre-treated in a septic tank, then discharged to the sewage treatment plant in the 
science park, and finally discharged to Agongdian River. 
    To protect the ecological reserve area, bio diversity and the conservation of 
animals from the impacts of sewage. Southern Taiwan Science Park Bureau 
entrusted Kaohsiung Science Park Sewage Treatment Plant to test regularly the 
quality of the wastewater at around 4 to 5 times per month, to ensure that the 
wastewater does not impact the environment. In addition, meets the water quality 
standards of the science park. 

    In 2021, King Slide Works targeting to reduce the water consumption from the 
production process with the expectation of 16.99L/M2 of the product surface area. 
Where the actual production process of water consumption was 14.51 L / m2. The 
main measure to achieve the goal of water consumption reduction in the process 
is to regularly replace the RO membranes of the two RO units to maintain the best 
water removal rate and recovery rate.

    The actual domestic sewage volume of King Slide Works in 2021 was 504.77 L 
/ person, which meet the targeted volume of 511.32 L / person. These reduction 
targets are achieved based on the continuously educational effort on employees 
regarding the concept of water conservation, and to reduce the water pressure of 
the local water supply in the plant area to reduce domestic sewage discharge.

【Water consumption from the production process of King Slide Works in the 
   last three years and the annual domestic sewage discharge per person】

【Domestic sewage of King Slide Technology in the last 3 years】
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【 2021 water quality testing of King Slide Works】

7.3 Water Resources Management
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Items
Water 

temperature 
(OC)

pH SS(mg/L) COD(mg/L) BOD(mg/L)

Required 
standards

35 5~10 <250 <450 <250

Results 22.6~31.2 7.3~8.1 4.7~33 77.2~176 19.9~77.6

Compliant 
(Yes/No)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

【2021 water quality testing of King Slide Technology factory】

【The annual domestic sewage discharge per person of King Slide Technology in the 
    last three years】

    In 2021, the annual domestic sewage output per person of the King Slide 
Technology Plant is 778.53 liters, and the actual domestic sewage production is 
868.02 liters/person/year. The target value was not met is because of the COVID-19 
epidemic, the press of Central Epidemic Command Center standardized and 
strengthened the cleaning and disinfection of the factory area, employees are 
forced to used hand sanitizer and soap for washing hands and other epidemic 
prevention measures, resulting in an increase in the volume of sewage water. In 
order to achieve the 2022 target of 868.02 liters of domestic sewage output per 
person, the corresponding measures are education on how to conserve water 
and two strengthen the inspection of water equipment such as faucet valves and 
automatic flushing of toilets for leaks. Furthermore automatic water suspending 
system is installed to make sure water are not wasted due to negligent.
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7.3.2 Reuse of water resource
    Continuing the policy of ISO 14001, to reduce waste and costs and cherish 
resources. King Slide Works set up a water recycling system to recycle the 

Factory Control items Tons / year

King Slide Works

Wastewater discharge 54,093

Domestic sewage discharge 3,915

Amount of recovered pure water 138,326

Note: Water recovery rate (%) =  (Amount of recovered pure water / process wastewater recovered for 
treatment) * 100%

Factory Control items Percentage (%)

King Slide Works Water recovery rate* 74.7

1 2 3

54

1.Fiber filter system    2. RO-1 reverse osmosis system   3. Sludge drying equipment
4. Sludge drying equipment    5. Landscape pond of King Slide Technology factory

wastewater generated during the production process back into production. The 
recovery rate of processed wastewater through the RO reverse osmosis system 
in 2021 was approximately 74.7%. This drastically reduces the use of tap water 
and efficiently recycle water resources. A landscaped pond was built in the King 
Slide Technology factory to collect rainwater and irrigate turfs to optimize water 
resources utilization.

【2021 water recovery rate of King Slide Works】

7.3 Water Resources Management
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7.4 Waste management
    The potential waste produced during the production process was taken into 
consideration while King Slide procure raw material. Making sure all material 
does not contain hazardous wastes specified in the Basel Convention. There 
are three types of main sources of waste at King Slide Works such as employee 
household waste, general and hazardous industrial waste. At King Slide Technology, 
the source of waste is divided into two categories. The household waste and 
packaging materials waste from outsourced components. To fully implement 
waste management King Slide encourages employees adhere recycling waste 
classification. We have promoted it through employee education training, and 
convey the concept of waste reduction. We appointed qualified waste removal 
agencies for all types of waste removal and transportation per environmental 
protection regulations. Household waste is incinerated through designated plants. 
The recycled items are segregated according to classification and then handed over 
to recycling agencies for further processing.

Action taken Weight

Solidification 
Treatment

35.89

Chemical treatment 0.3

Recycled 9.48

Subtotal 45.67

Action taken Weight

Incineration 98.36

Physical treatment 1.8

Heat treatment 83.48

Recycle / reuse 21.73

Subtotal 205.37

【Statistic of Business waste output and processing】

【Volume of Waste treatment of King Slide Works in the last 3 years】

【Proportion of each waste treatments】

Hazardous substances (ton) Non-hazardous substances (ton)

Recycle / reuse 8.7%

Physical treatment 0.7%

Chemical treatment 0.12%

Incineration 39.2%

Solidification 14.3%

Heat treatment 33.3%

33.3%

14.3%

39.2%

8.7%

0.12%
0.7%

    In 2021, the total output of King Slide Works’ waste was 3,541.1 metric tons. Non-
recyclable waste was 219.83 metric tons, accounting for 6.21% of the overall waste. 
The total amount of recyclable waste was 3,321.27 metric tons, accounting for 
93.79% of the overall waste. The main recycled items are scrap steel and galvanized 
steel, which accounts for more than 99.06% of the overall recyclable wastes. As the 
stamping process is the main production of King Slide Works plant, with the main 
raw material being steel. The rest, such as waste paper, plastics film, plastic and 
wood pallets are below 1.0%. In the future, we will continue to improve the yield 
rate of the production process, reduce the output of scrap metal to achieve the 
industrial waste reduction goal.
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    The Group’s 2020 solid waste reduction target is 14.91 kg / thousand product sets, 
while the actual solid waste was 16.09 kg / thousand product sets. Which had met 
the actual annual target. If analyzing the two plants separately, the actual solid 
waste volume of King Slide work Plant is 17.58 kg/thousand groups of products, and 
the actual solid waste volume of King Slide Technology Plant is 13.17 kg/thousand 
groups of products; The target of material reduction for 2022 King Slide group 
target 16.09 kg/thousand groups of products.

    King Slide 2021 solid waste target of 16.08 kg/thousand groups of products was 
not met due to the increase in production orders along with household wastes, 
to achieve the target in 2022 we continue to educate our employees on waste 
recycling. In addition, inspect solid waste before removal to reduce the proportion 
of recyclable waste being misjudged as non-recyclable waste.

7.4 Waste Management
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【Weight of non-recyclable waste produced per thousand sets of products by 
     King Slide Works in the last 3 years】

【Volume of Waste treatment of King Slide Technology in the last 3 years】

【Weight of non-recyclable waste per thousand product sets of King Slide  
    Technology in the last 3 years】
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    The amount of 2021 recycled waste of King Slide Technology decreased by 0.22%, 
while the total amount of recyclable waste produced was 2,885.48 metric tons. 
Accounting around 97.29% of the overall waste. As the production process is similar 
to King Slide Works, the main recycled items are scrap steel and scrap galvanized 
steel, which accounts for more than 96.93% of the overall recycled waste. Waste 
paper and plastic film are accounted for around 1.48% and 0.51% respectively. 
Moreover, the rest of the waste such as plastic, wood pallets, domestic recycled 
items are accounted for around 1.08%.

    According to the proportion of Group's annual solid waste, the actual amount 
from King Slide Technology in 2021 was 13.17 kg / thousand product sets, which 
has not reached the year reduction target of 12.33 kg / thousand product sets. In 
order to reduce the amount of solid waste to 12.33 kg / thousand product sets in 
2021. Action 1, Change the production line production report to electronic to reduce 
paper filling, and 2, Conduct waste classification education and training every half 
year to strengthen the ideology of resource and non-resource waste classification 
to reduce the output of solid waste.

7.4 Waste Management
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Organization overview

General disclosure 102-1 Name of association 2. Company overview 8

General disclosure 102-2 Activities, brands, products and services 2. Company overview 8

General disclosure 102-3 Headquarters location 2. Company overview 8

General disclosure 102-4 Location of operating activities 2. Company overview 8

General disclosure 102-5 Ownership and legal form 2. Company overview 8

General disclosure 102-6 Service market 2. Company overview 8

General disclosure 102-7 Organization size 2. Company overview 8

General disclosure 102-8 Information of employees and other workers 5.1 Employee relationship 41

General disclosure 102-9 Supply Chain 4.3 Partners 37

General disclosure 102-10 Major changes to the organization and its supply chain No major changes in 2020 NA

General disclosure 102-11 Early warning principle or policy 3.1 Corporate governance
3.4 Risk management

20
26

General disclosure 102-12 External initiative 1. Overview 3

General disclosure 102-13 Membership of the Public Association 2. Company overview  8

General disclosure

General disclosure 102-14 Statement from Decision Maker's 1.1 Message from the chairman
1.2 Message from the general manager

4
5

General disclosure 102-15 Critical impact, risk and opportunity 4.1 Communication and identification 30

General disclosure

General disclosure 102-16 Values, principles, standards and codes of conduct 3.3 Ethics and business behavior 25

General disclosure 102-17 The mechanism of ethical suggestions and concerns 3.3 Ethics and business behavior 25

GRI 
Guidelines

GRI 
code PagesReveal items Correspondence chapters
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General disclosure

General disclosure 102-18 Governance structure 2.2.3 Company organizing system 14

General disclosure 102-19 Appointing authority 2.2.3 Company organizing system 14

General disclosure 102-20 Management level is responsible for economic, environmental 
and social topics

2.2.3 Company organizing system 14

General disclosure 102-21 Consult with stakeholders on economic, environmental and 
social topics

4.1 Communication and identification 30

General disclosure 102-22 The composition of the highest governance unit and its 
committee

3.1.1 Board of Directors 21

General disclosure 102-23 Chairman of the highest governance unit 3.1.1 Board of Directors 21

General disclosure 102-24 Nomination and selection from the highest governance unit 3.1.1 Board of Directors 21

General disclosure 102-25 Conflict of interest 3.1.1 Board of Directors
3.1.4 Audit
3.3.1 Avoid conflicts of interest

21
24
25

General disclosure 102-26 The role of the highest governance unit in the establishment of 
purpose, values and strategies

3.1 Current status of corporate governance 20

General disclosure 102-27 Group of intelligence from the highest governance unit 3.1 Current status of corporate governance 20

General disclosure 102-28 Performance evaluation from the highest governance unit 3.1 Current status of corporate governance 20

General disclosure 102-29 Identify and manage economic, environmental and social impact 4.1 Communication and identification 30

General disclosure 102-30 Effectiveness of risk management procedures 4.1 Communication and identification 30

General disclosure 102-31 Review the economic, environmental and social topics 4.1 Communication and identification 30

General disclosure 102-32
The role of the highest governance unit in sustainability reporting

2.2.3 Company organizing system
4.1 Communication and identification

14
30

General disclosure 102-33 Communication on important issues 4.1 Communication and identification 30

General disclosure 102-34 The attribute and total number of key issues 4.1.3 Identification of crucial issues 31

General disclosure 102-35 Salary policy 3.1.3 Compensation Committee 24

General disclosure 102-36 Salary decision process 3.1.3 Compensation Committee 24
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General disclosure

General disclosure 102-40 Stakeholder’s group 4.1.1 Stakeholder identification
4.1.2 Communication channel for 
           stakeholders

30
30

General disclosur 102-41 Group agreement 5.1Employee relationship 41

General disclosur 102-42 Identification and selection of stakeholders 4.1.1 Stakeholder identification 30

General disclosur 102-43
Policy of communication with stakeholders

4.1.2 Communication channel for 
           stakeholders

30

General disclosur 102-44
Propose key schemes and concerns

4.1.3 Identification of crucial issues
4.1.4 Responses to issues of mutual concern

31
33

General disclosure

General disclosur 102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements About this report 2

General disclosur 102-46
Define the report contents and subject boundary

About this report
4.1.3 Identification of crucial issues

2
31

General disclosur 102-47 List of major topics About this report
4.1.3 Identification of crucial issues

2
31

General disclosur 102-48 Information reorganization No major changes NA

General disclosur 102-49 Report changes No major changes NA

General disclosur 102-50 Reporting times About this report 2

General disclosur 102-51 Date of last report About this report 2

General disclosur 102-52 Reporting period About this report 2

General disclosur 102-53 Contact person who can answer questions related to the report About this report 2

General disclosur 102-54 Announcement of reporting in accordance with GRI standards About this report 2

General disclosur 102-55 GRI Index About this report 2

General disclosur 102-56 External assurance/confirmation About this report 2
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Economic

Economic
Performance

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed by the 
organization

2.2.4  2021 Operation Report 14

201-2 The financial impacts and other risks that caused by climate 
change

3.4 Risk management 26

201-3 Define benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans 5.3 Employee’s benefit 48

201-4 Financial subsidy from the government 2.2.4 Operation report 14

Market Share

202-1 The ratio of the standard salary of grassroots personnel of 
different genders to the local minimum salary

5.1 Employee relationship 41

202-2 Proportion of employing local residents as senior 
management

5.1.1 Staff structure and distribution 42

Indirect Economic Impact 203-1 Development and impact of infrastructure investment and 
support services

5.4 Social feedback and participation 52

Purchase Practice 204-1 Proportion of procurement expenditure from local suppliers 4.3 Partners 37

Anti-corruption

205-1 Operational bases that have undergone a corruption risk 
assessment

3.3 Ethics and business behavior 25

205-2 Communication and training on anti-corruption policies and 
procedures

3.3 Ethics and business behavior 25

205-3 Confirmed corruption incidents and actions taken No violations NA

Anti-competition 206-1 Anti-competitive, antitrust and monopolistic actions No violations NA

Environment

Energy

GRI 
103

Management policy
7.2 Energy management 64

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 7.2 Energy management 64

302-3 Reduce energy consumption 7.2.3 Reduction on energy 67

Water

303-1 Water withdrawal by source 7.3 Water resources management 69

303-2 Water sources that are significantly affected by water intake 7.3 Water resources management 69

303-3 Water being reused and recycled 7.3 Water resources management 69

Emission

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) Greenhouse Gas Emissions 7.2.2 Greenhouse gas management 65

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) greenhouse gas emissions 7.2.2 Greenhouse gas management 65

305-4 Intensity of Greenhouse gas emission 7.2.2 Greenhouse gas management 65
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305-5 Reduction on Greenhouse gas emission 7.2.2 Greenhouse gas management 65

305-6 Emissions of Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) 7.2.1 Air pollution management 65

305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and 
other major gas emissions

7.2.1 Air pollution management 65

Discharged Water and 
Waste

306-1 Discharged water volume according to water 
quality and discharge destination

7.3 Water resources management 69

306-2 Categorize waste and disposal method 7.4 Waste management 72

306-3 Serious leakage No Violation NA
306-5 Water bodies affected by discharge water and/or 

surface runoff
7.3 Water resources management 69

Environment-related 
Policies

307-1 Violation of environmental regulations 7.1.1 Current status of pollution prevention 63

Supplier Worksite 
Evaluation

308-1 Select new suppliers using environmental 
standards 4.3 Partners 37

308-2 The negative impact of the supply chain on the 
environment and the actions taken 4.3 Partners 37

Labor-employer Relation

GRI 103 Management policy 5.1 Employee relationship 41

401-1 New employees and former employees 5.1.2 Employee retention 43

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees 
(excluding temporary or part-time employees) 5.3 Employee’s benefit 48

401-3 Parental leave 5.1.2 Employee retention 43

Labor and management 
Relation

402-1 The shortest notice period for operational changes 5.3.2 Employee relationship and   
           employment rights protection

49

Occupational Safety and 
Sanitation

GRI 103 Management policy 6.1 Occupational Safety Management 55

403-1 Workers' representatives in a formal safety 
and health committee formed by labor and 
management

6.1.1 Occupational Safety Committee 56

403-2 Injury category, rate of injury, occupational 
disease, number of lost days, absenteeism, etc., 
and number of work-related deaths

6.1.2 Statistic of occupational safety 57

Training and Education

404-1 Average number of training hours per employee 
per year 5.2 Staff training and development 45

404-2 Enhance staff functions and transition assistance 
programs 5.2 Staff training and development 45
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Employee Diversity and 
Opportunity Equality

405-1 Diversity of governance units and employees 5.1 Employee relationship 41

405-2 The ratio of female to male basic salary plus salary 5.1 Employee relationship 41

Non-discrimination 406-1 Discrimination incidents and improvement actions 
taken by the organization

No Violation NA

Freedom of Parties 407-1 Operating bases or suppliers that may face risks of 
freedom of association and group negotiation

No Violation NA

Child labor 408-1 Significant risks of using child labor in operating 
locations and suppliers

5.3.2 Employee relationship and 
           employment rights protection
4.3 Partners

49

37
Forced Labor 409-1 Operating bases and suppliers with significant 

risks of forced and compulsory labor incidents
5.3.2 Employee relationship and 
           employment rights protection
4.3 Partners

49

37
Rights of Indigenous 

People
411-1 Incidents involving violations of the rights of 

indigenous peoples
No Violation NA

Human Rights Evaluation

412-2 Employee training for human rights policies or 
procedures

5.2 Staff training and development 45

412-3 Important investment agreements and contracts 
that contain human rights clauses or have 
undergone human rights review

4.3 Partners 37

Social

Supplier Selection 414-1 New suppliers selected using social criteria 4.3 Partners 37

Customers Health and 
Safety

416-1 Assess the impact of product and service 
categories on health and safety

2.4 Product safety and health 17

416-2 Violation of health and safety regulations related 
to products and services

No Violation NA

Marketing and Labelling

417-2 Failure to comply with the information and 
labeling regulations of products and services

No Violation NA

417-3 Failure to comply with relevant laws and 
regulations on marketing communications

No Violation NA

Client Privacy 418-1 Complaints of confirmed violations of customer 
privacy or loss of customer information

No Violation NA

Social Economic Policies   419-1 Violation of laws and regulations in the social and 
economic fields

No Violation NA
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Appendix 2: ISO26000 Comparison Table

1. Organizational governance

1.1 System that implements and make decision when 
organization execute the targets

2.2.3 Company organization system 14

2. Human rights

2.1 Comply with laws and regulations and avoid risks 
caused by human rights issues

3.1.4 Audit 24

2.2 Risk situation of Human rights 5.3.1 Employee relationship and development 48

2.3 Avoid accomplices - directness, interest and silence 
forms of conspiracy

3.3 Ethics and business behavior 25

2.4 Resolve grievances 5.3.1 Employee relationship and development 48

2.5 Discrimination and disadvantaged groups 5.3.1 Employee relationship and development 48

2.6 Civil and political rights 5.3.1 Employee relationship and development 48

2.7 Economic, social and cultural rights 5. Employee relationship and development 40

2.8 Basic right of work 5. Employee relationship and development 40

3. Labor practices

3.1 Employment and related relationship 5.1 Employee relationship 41

3.2 Working conditions and social protection 5.1 Employee relationship 41

3.3 Social communication 4.1.2 Communication channel for stakeholders
5.4 Social feedback and participation

30
52

3.4 Health and safety at work 6. Occupational Safety and Health Management 54

3.5 Health and safety at work 5.2 Staff training and development 45

4. Environment

4.1 Pollution prevention 7.1 Environmental policy 63

4.2 Sustainable resource utilization 7.3.2 Water reuse 71

4.3 Climate change mitigation and adaptation 7.2 Energy management 64

Item PagesProvisions Corresponding chapter
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4 . 4 Environmental protection, biodiversity and natural 
habitat restoration

7.1 Environmental policy 6 3

5. Fair business practices

5.1 Anti-corruption 3.3 Ethics and business behavior 25

5.2 Responsible political participation 3.1 Current status of corporate governance 20

5.3 Fair competition 3.3 Ethics and business behavior 25

5.4 Promote social responsibility within the scope of 
influence

4.3 Partners 37

5.5 Respect intellectual property rights 3.3.3 Ethics training 26

6. Consumer issues

6.1 Fair marketing, information and contract practices 2.4 Product safety and health 17

6.2 Protect the health and safety of consumers 2.4 Product safety and health 17

6.3 Sustainable consumption 2.4 Product safety and health
4.2 King Slide's sustainable business relationship with customers

17
34

6.4 Consumer service, support, complaint and dispute 
resolution

4.2 King Slide's sustainable business relationship with customers 34

6.5 Consumer data protection and privacy 4.2 King Slide's sustainable business relationship with customers 34                 

6.6 Provide necessary services 2.4 Product safety and health 17

6.7 Education and Cognition 2.4 Product safety and health 17

7. Community involvement and development

7.1 Community Involvement 5.4 Social feedback and participation 52

7.2 Education and culture 5.4 Social feedback and participation 52

7.3 Increase employment and technological development 2.2 Operation Overview 9

7.4 Technology development 2.2 Operation Overview 9

7.5 Create wealth and income 2.2 Operation Overview 9

7.6 Health 5.3 employee’s benefits
6.3 Employee health management

48
59

7.7 Social investment 5.4 Social feedback and participation 52Appendix 2: ISO26000 Comparison Table
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Appendix 3: Comparison Table of UN Global Covenants

Human rights section

1 Support and respect international human rights within the scope of 
cooperation influence

5.3.2 Protection of labor-management relations and 
           employment rights 

49

2 Enterprise should ensure that human rights are not violated within 
the company

5.3.2 Protection of Labor-management relations and 
           employment rights 

49

Labor part

3 Guarantee the freedom of labor assembly and association, and 
effectively recognize the right to collective bargaining

5.3.1 Employee relationship and development 48

4 Eliminate all forms of forced labor 5.1 Employee relationship 41

5 Effectively abolish child labor 5.3.2 Labor-management relations and employment rights 
           protection

49

6 Eliminate discrimination in employment and occupation 5.3.2 Labor-management relations and employment rights 
           protection

49

Environmental part

7 Support preventive measures against environmental challenges 2.4.6 Environmental Management Policy
7.2 Energy management

18
64

8 Adopt more corporate environmental responsibility practices 2.4.6 Environmental Management Policy
7.1 Energy management

18
63

9 Encourage R&D and expand of environmental friendly technologies 2.4 Product safety and health 17

Society part

10 Companies should commit to anti-corruption activities, including 
extortion and bribery

3.3 Ethics and business behavior 25

Item PagesProvisions Corresponding chapter
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